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THE ROAD TO WISDOM
Swami Vivekananda on
Significance of Symbols-I

T

he idea of a Personal God has obtained in
almost every religion, except a very few.
With the exception of the Buddhist and the
Jain, perhaps all the religions of the world
have the idea of a Personal God, and with
it comes the idea of devotion and worship.
The Buddhists and the Jains, although they
have no Personal God, worship the founders
of their religions in precisely the same way
as others worship a Personal God. This idea
of devotion and worship to some higher
being who can reflect back the love to
man is universal. In various religions this
love and devotion is manifested in various
degrees, at different stages.
The lowest stage is that of ritualism,
when abstract ideas are almost impossible,
and are dragged down to the lowest plane,
and made concrete. Forms come into play,
and, along with them, various symbols.
Throughout the history of the world, we
find that man is trying to grasp the abstract
through thought-forms, or symbols. All the
external manifestations of religion—bells,
music, rituals, books, and images—come
under that head. Anything that appeals to
the senses, anything that helps man to form
a concrete image of the abstract, is taken
hold of, and worshipped. From time to time,
there have been reformers in every religion
who have stood against all symbols and
rituals. But vain has been their opposition,
for so long as man will remain as he is, the
vast majority will always want something
concrete to hold on to, something around
which, as it were, to place their ideas,
something which will be the centre of all
the thought-forms in their minds. The great

attempts of the Mohammedans and of the
Protestants have been directed to this one
end, of doing away with all rituals, and yet
we find that even with them, rituals have
crept in. They cannot be kept out; after long
struggle, the masses simply change one
symbol for another.
The Mohammedan, who thinks that
every ritual, every form, image, or ceremony,
used by a non-Mohammedan is sinful, does
not think so when he comes to his own
shrine, the Caaba. In others, we find that the
symbology comes in the form of buildings.
Protestants hold that churches are more
sacred than other places. The church, as
it is, stands for a symbol. Or there is the
Book. The idea of the Book to them, is much
holier than any other symbol. It is vain to
preach against the use of symbols. There is
no reason why man should not use symbols.
They have them in order to represent the
ideas signified behind them. This universe
is a symbol, in and through which we are
trying to grasp the thing signified, which is
beyond and behind. The spirit is the goal,
and not matter.

F

rom The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda,
(Kolkata: Advaita Ashrama, 2016), 2.38-9.
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Traditional
Wisdom
Wrút²; std{; ŒtËg JhtrªtctuÆt; >
Arise! Awake! And stop not till the goal is reached!

Maitrayaniya Upanishad
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मैत्रायणीयोपनिषत ्
पञ्चेष्टको वा एषोऽग्निः संवत्सरस्तस्येमा इष्टका यो वसन्तो ग्रीष्मो वर्षाः शरद्धेमन्तः स शिरःपक्षसी
्
ु
ु
पृष्ठपच्छवानेषोऽग्निः
परुषविदः से
य ं प्रजापतेः प्रथमा चितिः करैर्यजमानमन्तरिक्षमिु त्क्षप्त्वा वायवे प्रायच्छत प्राणो
ु
ु
वै वायः प्राणोऽग्निस्तस्येमा इष्टका यः प्राणो व्यानोऽपानः समान उदानः स शिरःपक्षसी पृष्ठपच्छवानेषोऽग्निः
्
ु
परुषविदस्तदिदमन्तरिक्षं प्रजापतेर्
द्त
वि ीया चितिः करैर्यजमानं दिवमिु त्क्षप्त्वेन्द्राय प्रायच्छत ।
॥६.३३॥

Pancheshtako va esho’gnih samvatsaras-tasyema ishtaka yo vasanto grishmo varshah sharaddhemantah sa shirah-pakshasi prishtha-puchchhavan-esho’gnih purushavidah seyam prajapateh
prathama chitih karair-yajamanam-antariksham-utkshiptva vayave prayachchhat prano vai
vayuh prano’gnis-tasyema ishtaka yah prano vyano’panah samana udanah sa shirah-pakshasi
prishtha-puchchhavan-esho’gnih purushavidas-tad-idam-antariksham prajapater-dvitiya chitih
karair-yajamanam divam-utkshiptvendraya prayachchhat.
(6.33)

Indeed, this sacrificial fire with its five bricks is the year. For this fire, the bricks are spring,
summer, the rainy season, autumn, and winter. It has a head, two wings, a back, and a tail. For
one who knows the Virat, this earth is Prajapati’s first sacrificial pile. With its hands, it raises
the sacrificer to space and offers the sacrificer to Vayu. Vayu is indeed breath. Breath is fire.
For breath, the bricks are prana, vyana, apana, samana, and udana. It has a head, two wings,
a back, and a tail. For one who knows the Virat, this space is Prajapati’s second sacrificial pile.
With its hands it raises the sacrificer up to the sky and offers the sacrificer to Indra. (6.33)
PB July 2020
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THIS MONTH

H

ammering of our adamant egos
and the annihilation of the ideas of
‘I’ and ‘mine’ are the goals of spiritual
life. Unless the tendencies for agency and possession are conquered and attenuated, one cannot
transcend suffering. That is why Spirituality is
Self-Abnegation.
Srimat Swami Smarananandaji Maharaj,
President, Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna
Mission recounts A Forgotten Pilgrimage to
some Himalayan places of pilgrimage.
Swami Kritarthananda, Ramakrishna Math,
Belur Math, discusses the concept of Maturity.
When they observe the comedy of human
events from a safe distance, people say that God
must have a sense of humour. Up close, in the
thick of things, these same souls sense the absurdity of the situation they are caught in so
keenly that they feel more like crying than laughing. When Swami Vivekananda first arrived in
Chicago in August 1893, his expectation of becoming a delegate to the World’s Parliament of
Religions was crushed by a snooty clerk at the
Information Bureau of the Columbian Exposition who told him that he lacked the ‘proper
references’, and that he should have come as a
representative of ‘some recognized organization’. Diane Marshall, graphic artist and art historian, Missouri, usa writes about Vivekananda
in Metcalf.
Swami Satyapriyananda, a former editor
of Prabuddha Bharata, Ramakrishna Math,
Belur Math, discusses the spiritual path for realising God taught by Sri Ramakrishna for the
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householders in the seventh and final instalment
of Advaita Vedanta: Swami Vivekananda and
the Global Context.
The young have wonderful insights on various
issues. In Young Eyes, such insights are brought
to the readers every month. This month Aadrika
Chattopadhyay, who is ten years old and is studying in class five, Apeejay School, Salt Lake, Kolkata, talks about The Pressure to Succeed.
Many wonderful nuggets of wisdom contained in ancient scriptures are difficult to
understand. In Balabodha, such ancient wisdom is made easy. This month’s topic is Naraka.
Understanding this popular word is necessary to
understand its meaning.
The quality of the food we eat and its associations influence our behaviour. This is shown in
the story The Glory of Food. This story is this
month’s Traditional Tales and has been translated from the Tamil book Anmika Kathaigal.
Slavoj Žižek, a Slovenian philospher, a researcher at the department of philosophy of
the University of Ljubljana Faculty of Arts, and
international director of the Birkbeck Institute
for the Humanities of the University of London, is one of the most prolific and well-known
philosophers and cultural theorists in the world
today. His inventive, provocative body of work
mixes Hegelian metaphysics, Lacanian psychoanalysis, and Marxist dialectic and challenges
conventional wisdom on both the Left and the
Right. He has recently written the book Pandemic!: covid-19 Shakes the World. From
this book, we bring you this month’s Manana.
PB July 2020
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EDITORIAL

Spirituality is Self-Abnegation

T

he feeling of ‘I’ is the problem. The
Sri Krishna identified the notions of ‘I’ and
more one feels one’s ‘I’ the more one is en‘mine’ as lust and anger. Acharya Shankara identangled in the complex web of agency and
tified these notions as the notions of doer-ship or
possession. The notions of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ are at
agency and enjoyer-ship. Sri Ramakrishna identhe root of all suffering. They propel one to do
tified the notions of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ as lust and
all actions, good and bad, and consume one’s engreed. All of the three were unanimous in detire being with a devastating power. Both the noclaring these two to be the culprits, the reasons
tions are in reality the obverse and reverse of the
same coin, the sense of ego. Attaching everything The greatest trap in the web of agency and
to one’s sense of identity or ego is an existential possession is the adamant ego.
survivalist technique of an individual. The net
of this attachment is increased more and more.
for suffering. According to Acharya Shankara,
All the sense organs under the direction of the
the goal of Advaita Vedanta is to get rid of these
two notions and thus get rid of suffering that is
mind operate in different ways to extend one’s
naturally present in this world. Every thought is
identity everywhere.
produced because of a desire. Every desire is creA person feels great when an object, perated by the sense of ‘I’ or by the sense of ‘mine’.
son, place, or event is linked to one’s identity.
We see so many things in the market, on shop
Every time the mind experiences something
windows, but the moment a particular thing is
through the senses, either in the waking or in
bought, it becomes one’s own and one has a spethe dream state, an impression is created on the
cial relationship, a special connection with that
mind, which attracts more such experiences. It
thing. For example, if you want to buy a mois a chain reaction. The only way to attenuate
bile phone, you go to the mobile store, mostly
these impressions is to remove the ideas of ‘I’ and
on the Internet, and go through various models
‘mine’ from our daily transactions. How can it be
and select one that suits your requirements and
done? Can it be done at all? Yes, it can be done
pocket. Till then, all the various models are just
and many spiritual luminaries bear testimony to
this by their own realisations.
so many alternatives, so many choices before you.
The key is to understand that nothing in this
The moment you select a particular model and
buy it, it becomes ‘your’ mobile phone. Now,
universe is permanent, everything here is tranyou are attached to that mobile phone. If somesient and our true nature is the ever-existing, everthing happens to that mobile phone, if it is lost
conscious, ever-blissful Atman. All our work, all
or damaged, you become disturbed. Here, the
our experience are only layers of covering over
problem is not in the thing, the mobile phone
our true nature. The impressions created on our
itself, but in your attachment to it.
mind by previous work and experience lead to
PB July 2020
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new work and experience. In sum, our past actions determine our future. But, so do our present
actions. So, the hope is that we can regulate our
present actions in such a manner that our future
actions and experience are conducive to our goal
of getting rid of all kinds of suffering. However,
as long as there is even a faint impression of any
action or experience, one is not freed from suffering. Then the question is how to prevent any
further impressions from being created on the
mind. To understand this, we have to understand
the root cause or main factor that leads to the
creation of an impression on the mind. Every instance of the notions of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ create an
impression on our mind. That is the reason why
the countless faces we see in a fleeting glimpse
while moving about on roads or in public transport do not create any lasting impression on our
mind. These glimpses do not have an active support of the notions of ‘I’ and ‘mine’.
In other words, an action or experience itself
cannot create suffering for us unless that action
or experience is associated with the notion of ‘I’
or ‘mine’. If you do something and have the idea,
‘I am doing this’ or if you experience something
with the notion, ‘I am experiencing this’, only
then would you have an impression of that action
or experience created on your mind. Hence, the
secret of getting rid of suffering is getting rid of
the ideas of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ or to get rid of the idea
of one’s individual ego. Any idea of individuality
as an entity distinct from the others has to be annihilated. For instance, if you watch a movie, you
can enjoy it, as long as you do not expect that the
movie should be good or should create a good experience, or do not have the idea, ‘I am watching
this movie’. While any kind of expectation would
create misery if that expectation is not fulfilled,
even the mere thought that ‘I am watching this
movie’ would create suffering. For example, if
someone tells you something that is incorrect
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about that movie, you would immediately have
the urge to correct that person, and your claim to
such correction would be that you have watched
that movie. Someone could also challenge the
very fact that you have watched that movie. In all
the scenarios, associating oneself with any action
or experience is sure to cause suffering.
The greatest trap in the web of agency and
possession is the adamant ego that refuses to accept that it has committed mistakes. When a
person has a strong attachment and identification with an action or an experience, it becomes
almost impossible for that person to accept
the mistakes one commits. Since it is an action
prompted by one’s attachment or identification
with ‘I’ and ‘mine’, it becomes deeply hurting or
injuring the very identity of oneself to accept a
mistake no matter how blatant or obvious the
mistake is. That is why accepting one’s mistakes
is truly a humbling experience.
In conclusion, the root of all suffering is the
individual identification with the ego. As Sri
Ramakrishna said, ‘When the “I” dies, all miseries vanish’. Swami Vivekananda also often asserted that the goal of spiritual life should be
self-abnegation. The emphasis of Swamiji’s teachings on the raja, karma, bhakti, and jnana yogas
is self-abnegation, self-effacement. It is only
when the core problems of ‘I’ and ‘mine’, agency
and possession, doer-ship and enjoyer-ship are
solved that the spiritual goal of the realisation
of one’s true nature or the complete cessation of
suffering is attained. Sri Ramakrishna poignantly
describes this journey of self-assertion to selfabnegation through the example of how right
after her birth a cow moos resembling the Indian word for ‘I’ and turns into a sound of ‘you’
only when her hide is beaten on a drum after her
death. Let us take this journey of hammering our
puny egos so that our attainment of everlasting
bliss happens in this very birth.
P
PB July 2020
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A Forgotten Pilgrimage
Swami Smaranananda

T

o bring back to memory a pilgrimage that took place fifty years ago is itself a
tough task. Further, remembering the pilgrimage to Amarnath, Kedarnath, and Badrinath,
where lakhs of people go every year, is not very
entertaining. Nevertheless, when so many kindhearted persons request me to write about these
pilgrimage centres, I have no way to avoid it.
Pilgrimage to Amarnath
Now, to begin with the beginning. It was in early
1963 that I decided to go to these places. At that
time, I was in Advaita Ashrama, Mayavati, in
the Himalayan foothills of Kumaon, where an
important centre of the Ramakrishna Order is
situated that was visited by Swami Vivekananda
in 1901.
I left Mayavati on 24 July 1963 and proceeded
to Delhi en route to Pathankot. Incidentally, I
may place a few facts about travelling to and
from Mayavati. Till 1950, or so, one had to walk
from Tanakpur to Mayavati, a distance of 40
or 50 miles. It took two and a half days. Now
things have changed remarkably. The mud road
from Lohaghat to Mayavati is now asphalted.
Electricity arrived in 1970 or so. Telephone has
also arrived. New buildings have also come up.
This has resulted in a stream of visitors and pilgrims coming during the periods when guests are
allowed to stay in the ashrama. Though all these
are worthy of appreciation, the solitude of Mayavati has gone. Well, changes are bound to occur.
What is important is to adjust to new situations.
From Delhi, I took the train of Pathankot. In
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those days, the railway line was not extended to
Jammu. From Pathankot, it was a long journey.
Starting in the morning, we reached Kud at 9
p.m. It was raining and cold. I got down along
with the companions, Swami Jyotirananda and a
devotee from Bombay. But where to stay for the
night? The tea-stall owner told us to go up to a
gurudwara. We went up and the old lady managing the gurudwara gladly accommodated us
there, but asked: ‘Beedi-pidi to nahi pite ho; hope
you do not smoke beedis or the like?’ I said, ‘No,
we don’t even touch it’.
Early morning next day, we continued our
journey to Srinagar. On the way we passed
through beautiful scenery of Batote, Kud, and
so on, leading to Patnitop at 6,500 feet. From
there the descent begins towards Banihal, where
the turbulent Chenab flows. Crossing the river
one climbs upward towards Banihal tunnel at
7,500 feet, in the Pir Panjal range. From there you
get a view of the Kashmir valley, beginning from
Qazigund. Now another long tunnel has been
built to accommodate the new railway to Jammu.
We reached Sri Narayan Ashram at Srinagar,
at about 5 p.m. It was being run by one Swami
Sukhananda from East Bengal. From there we
left for Sri Amarnath darshan—first by bus to
Pahalgam and thence our trekking began. We
halted for the night at Pahalgam to make arrangements for the long trip. Passing the night
there, next morning we started for Chandanwadi. After a night there, we climbed the steep
Pishu Ghati and reached Wavjan, an open windy
terrain. The Sheshnag Lake was sparkling in its
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clear waters. Glaciers were coming down into the
lake and turning into water. After pitching our
tents at Wavjan, I requested my companions to
wait there till our ponies arrived. In the meantime, I went down to Sheshnag, nearly 1,500 feet
below. I had a bath in the ice-cold waters of the
lake. Of course, I felt restored.
Coming up, we bought some parathas from a
hotel in tents run by a Sikh gentleman. Cooking
was not easy, the dal will not get cooked! And
then the water was ice-cold.
Next morning we started the climb to the
Mahagunas Pass at 14,700 feet. It was partially
snow-covered. By noon we reached Panchatarani. I had a bath in one of those fast-flowing
currents. Next morning, when it was still dark,
we proceeded to the Amarnath Cave. On our
way, I had a bath in the Amar Ganga. It was, of
course, terribly cold with snow lying all around.
At the huge cave, nearly 80 feet high, we had
darshan of the ice-linga of Lord Shiva. Fortunately, the linga was full. At that early hour there
were very few pilgrims. I sat in a corner and recited
the Shiva-Mahimna Stotra. Some bael-leaves were
also offered. It was Rakhi Purnima Day.
Now it was return journey. It is always
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difficult! We spent the night at Panchatarani and
next morning continued towards Chandanwadi,
skipping Wavjan. We spent one more night in the
tent. Next morning, we took the bus to Pahalgam.
The bus took us also to Kokernag and Acchabal.
Returning to Srinagar, we stayed at Sri
Narayan Ashram for two or three days. We were
informed that the Centenary Memorial meeting
of Swamiji will be observed by a public meeting. Dr Karan Singh, Sadr-e-Riyasat, Jammu and
Kashmir, presided over the meeting. Other intellectuals from the city also spoke at the meeting. Swami Sambuddhananda, the secretary of
the Vivekananda Birth Centenary Celebration
Committee had come from Bombay to organise
the celebrations. Here too, like my days with him
in the Ramakrishna Mission, Bombay, immediately after meeting me he handed over a handwritten letter on a piece of paper and asked me
to get it typed through Swami Sukhananda of Sri
Narayan Ashram; also he gave me two mangoes
bringing out those from his pocket!
We started on our return journey to
Pathankot. After our arrival there, we left for
Kangra and Jwalamukhi to have darshan of the
Devi. Both Bajreshwari in Kangra and Jwalamukhi are shakti-pithas. At Jwalamukhi, the
flame represents the Devi. The flame has been
burning for centuries. The Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation (ongc) tried to find out whether
there was plenty of oil, but it failed. The quantity
of oil found there was not commercially viable.
So the Devi continues to be there, giving darshan
to devotees.
From there we left for Amritsar, where we had
darshan of the Golden Temple of the Sikhs and
also Durgiana, a big Durga temple. From Amritsar, we left for Chandigarh where we stayed
for two or three days, and then proceeded to
Haridwar by bus. Thus, the first part of the pilgrimage was over.
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Pilgrimage to Kedarnath and Badrinath
It was later part of September 1963. There was
continuous rain, this being the rainy season. So
the senior swamis advised me not to go now as
there will be landslides and I might get stuck
up somewhere. This proved correct later on!
There were five of us—Swamis Jyotirananda,
Nirgunananda, myself, a devotee from Bombay,
and another from Allahabad.
I said that I cannot find time later on. Anyways, I had to go and face the music. We were
prepared to walk wherever necessary. Two Nepali porters were engaged. When we started for
Rishikesh, it was raining heavily. After staying
overnight there, we started by a bus as far as it
went and from there began walking. We stopped
for food at a chatti, a resting place for pilgrims
providing them with food and shelter.
Next morning, we left for Rudraprayag. We
had hardly gone fifteen or twenty miles, and
there was a landslide. The driver of the bus said
they can’t go further. But the undaunted passengers joined together and removed the obstructions. We went a little further, may be twenty
or so miles. Again there was a landslide. This
time too all the passengers joined together and
cleared the landslide. So by evening we reached
Rudraprayag. We decided to stay at the resthouse
named Kali Kamli Dharamshala. We had some
food at a hotel and went to bed, though it was
fully in the control of bedbugs!
We had breakfast in the morning and started
walking in the right earnest. A walk of five or
six miles brought us to Chandrapuri, where we
stayed in a chatti and started our experiments
with cooking. Before the roads were built, pilgrims used to travel by foot and stay in some
chattis, which were usually shops in two-storeyed mud-houses and the pilgrims were accommodated upstairs. No charges, only you have to
buy your provisions from the shops below. We
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had carried rice, dal, some vegetables, and ghee,
packed in tin containers. I went to fetch some
water in a nearby fast-flowing stream. But, alas,
as soon as I put my mug in the ice-cold water, it
was wrenched out of my hands and the mug disappeared into the waters of the stream. A good
way to receive my first lesson!
We had no time to cook, so we proceeded to
Agastyamuni, our next halt. We had our lunch
in a hotel, but we could not proceed further, as
there was a big landslide! So we had to climb the
mountain and go to the other side. From there,
we proceeded to Guptakashi via Ona chatti. It
is a nice place. We bathed in the kund or watertank there and ate some puris and halwa.
From Guptakashi we proceeded to Fata chatti
where we stayed the night. River Mandakini was
roaring. The next day, we started for Gaurikund
via Swarnaprayag and reached by the evening. As
usual, we cooked our food and stayed overnight.
With Mandakini’s fierce roar we could hardly
sleep. From Swarnaprayag, our priest Maheshwar Prasad accompanied us. The water, almost
boiling, was coming out of a spring at Gaurikund, most probably a sulphur spring. The next
morning, we started our journey to Kedarnath,
our destination. After crossing Rambara and
Jungle chatti, we viewed for the first time the
Kedarnath temple with the Kedar peaks in the
background. I was thrilled!
We reached by noon. It was pretty cold. Moreover, Prasad had kept a few big rooms for pilgrims to stay. We occupied a room above. We
attended the arati in the temple in the evening.
Next morning, Monday, we finished our morning
ablutions and got ready to go to the temple. I had
a bath in the ice-cold water of the Mandakini. I
sat on the Ghat and took the water in a mug and
poured over my body! I recited the Shiva Mahimna Stotra sitting in a corner of the temple. For
the puja, I had brought bael-leaves from Kankhal
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Sevashrama and Prasad brought a basketful of
brahma-kamal, Saussurea obvallata. This flower,
bluish at the centre, grows in the upper ridges,
like Vasuki Tal. Prasad wanted to take me there,
but for some practical reasons, I could not go.
Kedar is 12,700 feet above sea level. The Vasuki Tal may be at 14,000 feet. [In the recent flood
at Kedarnath, in June 2013, which was totally unexpected, water came rushing, perhaps from the
lake above. Many people died and extensive damage was done by Nature. It was a surprise how
such an amount of water could come down from
that height.] After our worship at the temple, we
went to a tea shop and prepared upma, a South
Indian delicacy, with the help of the shopkeeper.
Our luggage had been sent to Gaurikund in
the morning. After our breakfast, we resumed
our journey. I wished I could come again to this
holy place. But, alas, it could not happen, even
though there is transport and other facilities.
By noon we were at Gaurikund. We cooked our
lunch and had a good rest, after which we arrived in the evening at Fata chatti. Spending the
night there, next day we started for Guptakashi
on our way to Ukhimath on the other bank of
the river. It was a steep descent followed by an
equally steep ascent to Ukhimath at an altitude
of 4,000 feet. The night was spent there.
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Ukhimath is the winter residence of Lord Kedarnath, who enjoys the snow, but we compell
him to come down to our heights. After spending a night at Ukhimath, we left for Tunganath
some fifteen miles from Ukhimath, at a height
of 13,000 feet. Since it was late September and
snowing had begun, people in this small hamlet
had already started going down. We had tea in a
shop, which had a dhuni, sacred fire lighted by
Hindu monks, which kept us warm for the night,
of course, we took care to keep at least a window open to prevent our being a victim of carbon monoxide emanating from the charcoal fire.
Then we attended the arati at Tunganath temple,
which is one of the Pancha-Kedars, five Kedar
peaks. A grand view of the Himalayas can be had
from here. We five huddled ourselves around the
fire for the night. Still it was bitter cold!
Next morning, we had a frugal breakfast and
started going down to Mandil chatti, at a height
of 2,500 to 3,000 feet. After giving instructions
to the two Nepali porters to cook our noon
meal, I had a bath in the fast-flowing stream with
ice-cold water. After lunch we were about to start
our journey again towards Chamoli via Gopeshwar Mahadev. But, lo, a very heavy downpour
started. In the blinding rain, it was not possible
to walk all the way. So we decided to stay on at
Mandil chatti for the night.
Next morning, it was a clear sky and so after
breakfast, we started for Gopeshwar. It is an ancient
Shiva temple. Another five-mile walk brought us
to Chamoli, a subdivisional town. From Chamoli,
buses were running only up to Pipalkoti. From
there, we proceeded to Joshimath on foot.
‘Joshimath’ is the colloquial name for ‘Jyotirmath’ in North India, which is one of the four
monasteries established by Acharya Shankara,
who brought back the Vedic Dharma that was in
decay. The other three monasteries are: Govardhana Matha at Puri, Odisha, in the East; Sharada
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Matha at Shringeri, Karnataka, in the South; and
Kalika Matha at Dwarka, Gujarat, in the West.
We were wondering as to whether we can get a
permit to go to Vasudhara and Satopanth, which
are twenty-one miles away from Badrinath. In
those days, one had to take a written permission
from the Subdivisional Magistrate (sdm) to go
beyond Mana village, a little away from Badrinath. So we went to the sdm’s house. It was already late in the evening. However, the gentleman
was so kind and obliged us with permits.
Next day, it was raining, rather pouring heavily. It was pretty cold too. Anyway, we decided to
push on. We reached Pandukeshwar by noon, had
a light lunch and left for Lambagar and occupied
an empty room. But around 10 p.m., some military
personnel came and knocked our door and asked
us to vacate. But we refused to do so. Anyway we
shared the big room with them. It was still raining.
Early morning, we started walking towards
Badrinath. No breakfast! But in a small village,
under a plastic shed, an old lady was selling hot
pyaji, an onion preparation fried in oil. In such a
weather, it was really wonderful. We consumed a
good lot! No fear of stomach upset, for so much
climbing digested everything! We reached Badrinath by noon. I bought some vessels from the Temple Trust and set the two Nepali porters to cook.
We had decided to stay there for three days.
Fortunately, we got a good accommodation at
the Andhra Dharmashala. Of course, we went
to the temple and had darshan, but the rain and
cold confined us to our beds and blankets most
of the time. On the third day of our stay in Badrinath, the sun came out in all its glory and we decided to visit Vasudhara waterfalls, descending a
1,000 feet to join the Alakananda. On the way
we have to cross Mana village and Bhim Pul, a
formation of rocks that looks like a bridge. One
of the routes to Tibet lies through Mana village
and thence to Mana Pass at 17,000 feet.
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On the fourth day, we began our journey
back. After walking twenty-one miles, more than
thirty kilometres, we reached Joshimath. Due to
landslide, no buses were running to Pipalkoti. So
we decided to stay on in Joshimath. We got accommodation at the Birla Guest House. We had
some stock of vegetables, ghee, and so on left. We
cooked and had nice breakfast and lunch for two
or three days!
From Joshimath, we had to cover the distance
to Chamoli partially by walk and partially by bus.
After two or three days we reached Srinagar and
then we were told that no buses were running to
Rishikesh. So either we had to wait at Srinagar or
go to Pauri and spend the night there. The snowview from Pauri is marvelous! After a little argument, we decided to go to Pauri. But the temple
committee Dharmashala was awfully dirty. First
of all, we had to get it thoroughly cleaned. The Nepali porters were dismissed with baksheesh, tips,
and we had our supper in a hotel at Pauri. From
Pauri, we went to Kotdwar by bus and thence to
Najibabad. From there by train we came to Haridwar and then to our Kankhal Sevashrama.
Thus, our journey came to an end. But, alas,
a second visit to these wonderful places was not
possible. The passing of years put a stop to such
a pilgrimage.
Jai Kedarnath! Jai Badrivishal!
P
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The Concept of Maturity
Swami Kritarthananda

T

he term ‘maturity’ is too common to
be explained to anybody. Yet, in all walks
of life, this term wears a highly enigmatic
look. All possible achievements of human life
seem to be inseparably associated with maturity.
The bliss enjoyed by a mature person outweighs
all other temporal happiness. But ironically
enough, judging by true standards, only a paltry
percentage of the world’s populace can claim to
ascend the podium of maturity. In other words,
with all the vaunted achievements of our modern civilisation, with all the spectacular progress
of humanity from the cradle to the pyre, only
a limited few have successfully come up to the
lofty standards of maturity.
We hear it said that the company of mature
people will make us mature individuals. We crave
for them, and at the slightest hint we run after
them. But when it comes to receiving their message, we fail miserably to translate them into our
lives and at long last we find ourselves back to
where we started. All our bragging for enjoying
the company of a mature person amounts to
mere airy speculations and not a whit more. It so
happens because the concept of maturity is one
of the toughest concepts associated with human
life. Animals do not enjoy maturity; in their
world, maturity and adulthood are synonyms.
Maturity, as a matter of fact, is not a quality
or a possession. It is an attitude towards life.
The whole personality is involved in the attitude. Hence, psychology plays a significant role
in the concept of maturity. In proportion to our
physical, emotional, and intellectual growth, we
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become mature or immature. One point needs
mention here. Immaturity is not the antithesis
of maturity. Immaturity means stunted growth.
The difference between the two can be compared to the competition between a healthy athlete and a crippled one, or between the rabbit
and the tortoise in the well-known Aesop’s fable.
Besides, our personality as a whole is involved
in the concept of maturity. Hence the psychological basis of maturity has also to come into
the discussion.
In order to embark upon a search for maturity, we need to discuss the concept of immaturity. Once a negative aspect of one’s personality
is removed, the positive side is easily manifested.
Immaturity and Its Causes
In the popular sense, maturity is taken as ‘coming of age’, that is, stepping into adulthood. But
that it is not so becomes clear when full-grown
adults are seen to behave in a strange manner,
far from the norms of maturity laid by society.
Often adults, who are quite free to decide certain things under a given situation, evince such
immature behaviour in spite of themselves that
paves way for the doubt as to the genuineness of
maturity of the person concerned. From childhood to old age, there are several stages of human
development. Each of the stages has its own way
of expression. When a person fails to respond
in the way suited to one’s own stage of development, one is said to be immature. This classification, however, does not include the spectacular display of physical, mental, or intellectual
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powers of some extraordinary persons that we
come by in modern times. Acharya Shankara or
Swami Vivekananda, Albert Einstein or Wolfgang Mozart, were all extraordinarily precocious
men the world has ever seen, who will remain
forever as sources of inspiration for humankind.
But looking around, we find people, well past
their youth, are beset with problems which are
not nature’s frown but their own ‘brew of fault
and passion, ages long ago’ as Swamiji put it in
his poem ‘The Cup’.1 Why does it so happen that
some grown-ups behave like tiny-tots in their
day-to-day dealings? We shall delve into it now.
Human beings grow in two ways: biologically
and psychologically. Except in the case of differently-abled persons, biological growth takes
place in the normal course, in keeping with the
ordinary clock. But the psychological growth depends on one’s upbringing, as also on the social
environment. The home, family, school, and society play great roles in shaping the personality
of an individual. Our attitude towards ourselves
develops during childhood and on it depends
our attitude towards others and the world. All
that we acquire in later years are added unto us
like ornaments.
This idea of psychological age takes us to
the concept of arrested development. Sigmund
Freud, the father of Western psychoanalysis,
made an epochal discovery in this field. He said
that the problems of adulthood are chiefly caused
by unresolved emotional conflicts of childhood.
When a child experiences something and cannot meaningfully accommodate it to one’s own
life; when because of some taboo imposed by
the family one cannot discuss the matter openly
with other members of the family, the experience creates conflicts in later years. If the child
fails to resolve the conflict, similar courses of experience in later years will make her or him behave in an infantile, immature way. This implies
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that to expect a mature behaviour from
adults, we must pay
due attention to the
years of their infancy
and childhood.
The next point is
that each individual
is not only divine but
also unique. Each of
Sigmund Freud
us is unique in one
aspect or the other. When one develops along
a line incompatible with one’s unique feature,
then one’s energy cannot manifest in that direction and remains pent-up. As a result, the free
growth of the person gets stunted. The person
either blames oneself for one’s incompetence or
attempts vainly for some other way of development that is not within her or his capacity. Thus,
bereft of both the ways, one develops self-pity
and traces one’s failure to either the jealousy of
a superior, or the lack of sympathy, help, and appreciation of others.
Inability to adapt oneself to a fast-changing
world gives rise to inner conflicts in the individual. These further create breaches in one’s personality resulting in an immature development.
The causes are given below.
Firstly, an adult has to assume many roles in
different circumstances, like a parent, spouse,
boss, colleague, manager, leader, and many
others. But an adult has not been taught to correlate each of these roles to one’s own self that is
different from all these roles. More so, circumstances force one to become a prey to doubt,
fear, tension, anxiety, worry, boredom, and so
on. These different roles quite often conflict with
each other creating divisions in one’s personality.
At such points of crisis, one may try to avoid
one’s problems by burrowing oneself into infantile fantasy, dependence, or even irresponsible
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attitude. As a result,
instead of growing
into a mature individual, such a person
remains immature.
Secondly, our
marke t- ori ente d
learning makes the
student think oneself to be a saleable
commodity or that
everything has a value only in so far as one can
enjoy it for oneself, and not otherwise. Some
parents send their child to school only to secure
high rank and attach so much importance to
exam results rather than the acquisition of knowledge. This confuses the child’s sense of values.
Unable to decide the right path to follow, such
students unconsciously become immature individuals later in life.
The third point is that the cheap philosophies of modern times fetch a larger following
than those that demand a high level of discipline,
purity, and austerity. People in general are not
ready to pay a high price for achieving a higher
end. They always look for shortcuts. As a result,
there develop a large number of mushroom-like
organisations, bestselling books, and sidewalk
clinics that guarantee to fetch the desired ends
to the people at a very short time and without
much ado of strict disciplines. All this is, however, an eyewash to lead people astray. People
start believing in a hypnotised way that they are
satisfied and happy while in reality they are reduced to no better than a child. Hence, this also
makes room for immaturity.
To be mature in life is to realise one’s power
in full stature. One has to realise one’s latent
powers. Swamiji wanted people to become mature first. All his exhortations for ‘educating’
people aim at directing people to a mature life.
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The rest will take care of itself. Mature women
and men can change the history of nations towards a better goal. That is why Swamiji insisted on realising the potential power inherent in us all.
How to judge the immaturity of a person?
In short, one who cannot link one’s knowledge
with action befitting one’s own way of life is immature. When a person pretends to know something but really does not know, such a person is
said to be immature.
In human life, there is an infinite scope of
knowledge in various subjects. Human beings
are by far more developed than animals in knowledge and the proper use of it. Animals, too, have
knowledge about certain things which come to
them by way of experience. But an animal uses its
knowledge only in perpetuating its own survival
and pleasure. Though having a much wider area
of knowledge and development, if an individual
cares only for the upkeep of one’s physical existence, to the exclusion of other considerations,
then such a person is clearly immature.
The changing world gives us an opportunity
to learn every moment. Sri Ramakrishna said:
‘As long as I live, so long do I learn.’2 This is a significant expression showing that there can be no
end to our learning process. So one who thinks
out of vanity that her or his store of knowledge
is too full to allow any other fresh knowledge is
only paving the way for immaturity.
Influence of the World
We have discussed some of the causes of immaturity in the foregoing paragraphs. We now proceed to consider the influences of the environment in shaping our personality.
Apart from parents, teachers, friends, relatives, and other acquaintances, there are broadly
four major modes of influence that play vital
roles in moulding our characters. We have been
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interacting with them since our childhood. They
are: 1) newspapers, 2) radio, 3) movies, and 4)
advertisements. Taken together, they are known
by a common name, media. In modern times
the media has become an indispensable part of
our lives. It would not be an exaggeration to say
that the media governs our life and economy in
both overt and covert ways. They contribute as
much to develop as to arrest our maturity. The
brighter side of the media is that it brings to us
much information about the outside world and
this, again, brings in the general awareness of
civilised people. On the other hand, the darker
side of the media is that it impedes concentration on a single matter and encourages hopping
of an immature mind from one topic to another.
Thus, each of the media functions in two diametrically opposite ways: in contributing to
our growth and in keeping us from full psychological maturing.
Here, three points need mention in order to
keep us from shifting the responsibility to the
media. One is that, though the media strategically casts a spell on the minds of the common
people, it only takes advantage of the weakness
of the human mind. A strong mind that knows
how to separate the chaff from the grain will
never be influenced by their bewitching power.
The second point is that their chief aim being
moneymaking, they like to keep the flame of our
unfulfilled wants for worldly things awake forever. But whenever we want mature knowledge
from them, they are there to provide us with that
too. As a third point, it can be said that there are
ways to handle even immature, base information
in a mature way.
Growth Begins at Home
Home is the most important place for the education of a child. The training one gets there
comes mainly from parents and relatives.
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Obviously, this training depends on the moods
of the adults in the household from time to
time. Children learn to imitate those who are in
close proximity and are heroic figures to them.
In a psychologically tempered home, children
grow up into confident mature adults while in
an opposite environment, children will grow
only from childhood into biological adulthood. Truly loving parents will always see to
it that their child is not just pampered but develops the sense of responsibility and understanding for others. On the other hand, when
an individual is pushed into a state of helplessness either through overindulgence, negligence,
dominance, or a feeling of unwantedness in the
family, she or he would grow up to be a person lacking in confidence, full of suspicion, and
self-hatred.
Of course, parents cannot be held fully responsible for such tragic development. Society
exerts an unseen, subtle influence over its members in one way or the other. The adults in the
family are conditioned by the many institutions
outside home like office, industry, business, education, government, communities, religion, and
so on. Hence, it may be said that society exercises its remote control in shaping the character
of children at home through helpless parents.
The machine age has forced the father, and
sometimes the mother too, to be out of touch
with the family for the greater part of the day.
Most of the joint families have been broken up
into nuclear families; and the stipulated number of children in a family has been whittled
down to one or two. The policy of ‘keeping
up with the Jones’s’ has made inroads for cutthroat competition by replacing cooperation
with others. Under the circumstances, the problem becomes all the more troublesome when
the adults in the family, unable to have a clear
idea of the outside forces in action, refuse to
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accept any viable suggestion to change certain
patterns in and out of the family. This is clearly
a sign of immaturity.
A mature person will always have some awareness of one’s present home situation and will be
ready for the necessary changes to be incorporated therein. Children must grow from ignorance to knowledge, from irresponsibility to
responsibility, from isolation to communication, from egocentricity to feeling for others,
and above all, from a narrow outlook to a new
vista of wide horizons. But all these bold steps towards maturity must first of all be demonstrated
by the adults of the family in whose footsteps the
youngsters will follow suit. All the human values
can be learnt at home first. The arts of cooperation, responsibility, philanthropy, living in harmony, and the like have to begin at home, especially at homes where adults are ready to accept
their apparently invisible shortcomings instead
of bypassing or winking at them, and are keen
on transcending them whenever the occasion
demands and an opportunity is open.
The Maturing Process at School
The school is an institution next to the home
where the maturing process of children takes
place. The school consists of board members, administrators, and teaching staff who spend long
hours with the students. Next to parents and
relatives, they are the torchbearers for the journey towards maturity for the children. Therefore, to the extent they are mentally, emotionally,
and socially sound, they would be able to guide
the children properly.
Schools are the places for knowing. But this
process of knowing is confined within certain
limits. At school, the child is taught to think in
the same way as others do, and not beyond that.
Students are asked to study within the limits of
their textbook knowledge and what the teachers
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say. The right type of training should be to encourage the student to develop an explorative
and creative spirit. This calls for an enquiring,
critical mind in the student. They are taught to
accumulate data from innumerable sources without the technique to assimilate them in their
own life. This is the shortcoming of money-oriented education.
Students must learn to relate the facts they
gather from the outside world to their own life.
Instead of learning to ‘fit themselves into the
group’ they should learn to absorb their acquired
knowledge fittingly into their own systems. This
is what Swamiji said. In the general sense, ordinary education means just a process of data
feeding into the learner’s memory. But first of
all, one has to build up the mind, the recipient of
the knowledge, from childhood. To build a mind
is to let it encounter problems and solve them
after a thorough scrutiny. The mind should not
accept anything uncritically or in a passive way.
Every data should be weighed and checked before drawing a conclusion. Not only so, but even
that conclusion should be tested on the anvil of
life. In this way, education may successfully come
out of its old sheath of learning by rote, a kind of
parrot-learning, to get a new definition as ‘living
through novel situations’, which means to grow
into mental, emotional, and social maturity.
Maturity in the Spiritual Context
Most of the readers must be familiar with the
immortal epic of Victor Hugo, Les Miserables.
The hapless convict Jean Valjean was denied any
shelter by society even after his release from a
long-term imprisonment at a ripe age. Everyone
looked at him with contempt, suspicion, and
distrust, except Bishop Myriel. All doors would
be slammed on his face, save the bishop’s. He
welcomed the convict, his uninvited guest on
a snowy evening, as if he were his brother, fed
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him with the honour of a distinguished guest
brushing aside with smile the alarms raised by
his own sister; and when, under the spell of old
habit the man stole away the costly utensils and
was brought back by the cop sergeant Javert to
the bishop for affirmation, the noble bishop
smilingly said that it was he who gave the silver
plates to Valjean. In other words, he forgave the
thief with a mature, genuine love. And through
that momentary act of love, the bishop transformed the whole life of the wretched convict.
The man learned to welcome misery with all its
horrible faces and dedicated his whole life as a
submission to that unbounded, unearthly love.3
Only a spiritually mature person can give unselfish love. It needs great spiritual strength and
maturity to forgive those who know only to inflict torture on others. Swamiji said that only
those who are strong enough to deal a blow for
a blow can forgive their enemy, not a weakling.
Jesus Christ attained that rare height of spiritual
maturity from which he could say: ‘Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do.’4
Such extraordinary examples of maturity are
found in spiritual stalwarts alone.
We have already talked of empathy. This trait
gets a wider dimension, in fact it finds its consummation, in the spiritual context. As a matter of fact, the Advaita system of philosophy in
Hinduism is based on this basic oneness of all
that exists. The religious history of India records
the story of a saint who was fatally stabbed by a
Mohammedan mutineer at the time of the Sepoy
Mutiny of 1857. When that person was held and
brought before the dying saint by the Hindu
mutineers seeking the saint’s consent to kill the
stabber, the saint looked up and said, ‘Thou art
my beloved’, and passed away.
To attain spiritual maturity, one need not
have to reach adulthood according to the biological clock. Acharya Shankara, the exponent
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of Advaita philosophy, Swamiji,
Jesus Christ, and
many others of
great spiritual stature achieved this
maturity at a very
young age. Acharya
Shankara clearly
depicted this in his
famous DakshinaVictor Hugo
murti Stotra: ‘Behold! Under the banyan tree is seated the young
master before the old disciples.’5 Swamiji in his
early thirties conquered half the globe with his
mature spiritual insight. He looked upon many
others, who were much older in age than he
was, with a fatherly attitude born purely of spiritual maturity.
Apart from all these, spiritual maturity has
another exclusive dimension. The spiritually mature person enters into an intimate relationship
with the Divine. Then all cares of mundane existence fail to evoke any response from her or him.
In that condition, ‘the person does not grow a
pair of horns’, as the Holy Mother Sri Sarada
Devi said, ‘but develops desirelessness for any
worldly thing’.6 That constant company with
the Divine makes her or him forge a new relationship with the world outside. This relationship does not have the least trace of selfishness
or egocentricity.
Dialectics of Maturity
The term ‘maturity’ is so closely knitted with
responsibility that the one cannot be thought
of as precluded from the other. Responsibility
is the tie that links the individual to the outside world. When an individual is strong enough
to say, ‘The buck stops here’, instead of eluding
moral responsibility for all one’s actions, then
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that person is said to be mature. A mature person’s responsibility means an active participation
in the activities of life. This, again, presupposes
one’s feeling of oneness with humanity—be it a
society, group, or nation. A person is mature to
the degree that one relates oneself affirmatively
to one’s fellow beings. To hate and to fear is to be
psychologically immature. Hence, a mature person is always ready to share one’s human experience with others. One may not try to be original,
but still one need not be afraid of being different
from other people.
Merely having a broad range of knowledge
does not make one mature. It is the way one uses
the acquired knowledge that decides one’s maturity. A balance must be struck between one’s
knowledge and power of executing that knowledge. This means that both knowledge and
action should be blended in a proportionate
way; otherwise, a monster with a child’s mind,
a Frankenstein, would be the result. Such a one
will wreak havoc on society with a dynamo of
power with no brake valve.
An adult may have a number of powers at
one’s disposal and might be strong enough to
exercise authority over someone or the other.
An immature person’s love amounts only to an
egocentric pleasure in those who satisfy one’s
whims. One who does not employ the discerning faculty, may exercise one’s power in a ruthless
and destructive way.
Maturity is the ability to handle frustration,
control anger, and settle differences without violence or destruction. From this point of view,
Arjuna in the Mahabharata, with all his prowess, war-skill, and dazzling past records, failed
miserably in the test of maturity at the critical
moment of the ensuing battle of Kurukshetra.
Only the company and long advice of a mature
person like Sri Krishna could restore in him the
mature resolve to fight.
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The characteristic trait of a mature person
is humility, not obtrusive but genuine. Such a
person has the courage to say, ‘I was wrong’, or ‘I
am sorry’, when the occasion demands it. Such
a person is dependable under all circumstances,
whose keynote of success is keeping the word
and not dithering over it, come what may.
The ability to take decision, to act on it, and
later, to accept the whole responsibility for the
result, good or bad, is the sign of a mature person. Such a person’s credibility and dependability
ensue from the decisiveness and acceptance of the
consequences with an optimistic attitude. And
because a mature person has faith in oneself, she
or he knows how to trust others notwithstanding their shortcomings. This trust is born not of
ignorance but from the faith that all are essentially divine. The history of the world is replete
with examples where even criminals changed the
course of their life to a better one when pardoned
and entrusted with some responsibility.
Empathy is a rare quality found in mature
persons. When we feel and suffer from a distance with another person’s misery, we show
sympathy. But empathy means placing oneself
virtually in the position of the suffering person.
Great spiritual masters like the Buddha, Jesus
Christ, and Sri Ramakrishna could evince empathy for others. Sri Krishna also advocated this
trait in a yogi.7 Such people do not merely sympathise with a humiliated or shocked person;
they go down to the position of the person and
feel her or his suffering from the level of the
latter’s existence.
Finally, a mature person is one who calmly
faces the evil consequences of being good. Such
a one takes in one’s stride all the unpleasantness
and disappointments that are inevitable in life.
L’envoi
We are aware of the fact that throughout the
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history of the world there have been so many
great souls who have delivered their sermons
unstintedly for the good of the posterity. Each
religion, each sect, or each creed has given rise
to many such noble souls who were spontaneously bent upon doing good to others.
They have shown others the way to happiness and maturity. With such a huge treasure at our disposal, why are the majority of us
not influenced or moulded by those pregnant
teachings? During Sri Ramakrishna’s stay at
Dakshineswar, so many people came and listened to his ambrosial teachings. How many
of them changed their life pattern after those
sayings? Most of us want Sri Ramakrishna or
any other saint to be born over and again to
‘save’ us. Supposing God grants our wish and
assumes another human birth. Shall we be able
to recognise God? How many of us are mature enough for that? Why did the teachings
of such incarnations not gain ground in the
hearts of one and all?
The reason is sixfold. In the first place, mature
truths spoken to immature hearts are like seeds
falling on hard rock. They will not cause any
repercussions in the worldly wise and spiritually callous listeners who will continue to be the
same old fools. In the second place, the attendants lack vigour or interest to grasp and assimilate such profound truths strewn round them for
want of rigorous spiritual discipline. Too much
preoccupation with mundane things makes the
recipients unfit to understand the truths, much
less translate them into their own lives. As a
third reason, the selfish nature of human being
is to be held responsible. For example, the Decalogue of Moses consisting of ‘Thou shalt nots’
were actually aimed at expressing the oneness of
humanity in rights and obligations. But the selfish humankind construed and applied them in
their vested interests. Arthur Hugh Clough, in
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his new Decalogue, has sardonically given expression to such misinterpretation:
Thou shalt not kill, but needst not strive
Officiously to keep alive: …
Thou shalt not covet, but tradition
Approves all forms of competition.8

The fourth reason is that the great teachers
of the world always insisted on the self-efforts
of the disciples instead of transferring spiritual
power through miracles. Precisely, they encouraged individuality. The Buddha, while bidding
final farewell to his disciples, said to them: ‘Be ye
lamps unto yourselves. Rely on yourselves, and do
not rely on external help.’9 Sri Ramakrishna had
the power to transform the lives of his disciples at
his mere wish or at most by a touch. But he generally did not do so, lest the disciples would not
learn to ‘earn’ those spiritual treasures with their
own efforts. Swamiji once wrote in clear terms to
a disciple: ‘Individuality is my motto.’10
We feel tempted here to narrate an incident
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from Swamiji’s life that bears out his high regards for individuality besides his catholicity.
At one of the public meetings in New York,
after addressing a tense audience for about fifteen minutes, Swamiji suddenly made a formal
bow and retired. The meeting broke up and the
people went away greatly disappointed. A friend
asked him, when he was returning home, why
he had cut short the lecture in that manner just
when both he and his audience were warming
up. Swamiji answered that at the meeting he
had felt that he had too much power. He had
noticed that the members of the audience were
becoming so absorbed in his ideas that they were
losing their own individualities. He had felt that
they had become like soft clay and he could give
them any shape he wanted. That, however, was
contrary to his philosophy. He wished every
woman and man to grow according to her or
his own inner law. He did not wish to change
or destroy anyone’s individuality. That is why
he had stopped.11
In the fifth place, it has to be accepted that
those who have not widened the horizon of
their consciousness at least nearly as that of the
speaker will never be able to grasp the depth of
his sayings. When the Nazarene spoke to his
disciples to ‘bless them that curse you’, ‘And to
him that smiteth thee on one cheek offer also
the other; and him that taketh away thy cloak
forbid not to take the coat also’,12 the sayings
would appear outlandish to those whose dimensions of life were not broad enough to conceive the affirmation of love for fellow human
beings. True love is never possessive nor exclusive; it is affirmative and comprehensive. It gives
freedom to the object of love, and feels pleasure at other’s happiness. True love and detachment go together. It is out of this love that the
great teachers of the world allow full freedom
to their disciples in order that the latter may
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exercise their inherent dormant power leading
to maturity.
As a sixth reason it can be said that the mature
words issuing forth from the lips of spiritual giants
are too aphoristic to gain ground in a widespread
manner in the hearts of the general public with immediate effect. Only a person of Swamiji’s stature
can pick out the world-saving aspect of their teachings. Sri Ramakrishna used to say that when a big
ship passes by, no effect is felt from the bank immediately. It is only after some time that big waves
splash against the banks.13 The epoch-making message of the great incarnations comes to fruition
even after years of their leaving the mortal world,
but only to those who can attune themselves to the
frequency of that spiritual vibration.
P
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Vivekananda in Metcalf
Diane Marshall

Where in the World is Metcalf?

W

hen they observe the comedy
of human events from a safe distance,
people say that God must have a sense
of humour. Up close, in the thick of things, these
same souls sense the absurdity of the situation
they are caught in so keenly that they feel more
like crying than laughing. When Swami Vivekananda first arrived in Chicago in August 1893,
his expectation of becoming a delegate to the
World’s Parliament of Religions was crushed by
a snooty clerk at the Information Bureau of the
Columbian Exposition who told him that he
lacked the ‘proper references’, and that he should
have come as a representative of ‘some recognized organization’.1 Just when his long journey
and his mission seemed all in vain, he was rescued by a comedy writer.
Kate Sanborn (1839–1917) was one of America’s early female humourists. Sanborn was a
trailblazer in this field. She began her career as
a literature professor at Smith College.2 In 1885,
responding to the challenge of male doubt, she
compiled an anthology of The Wit of Women.3
By 1895 it had run through four editions. A reviewer for the Boston Sunday Herald endorsed
her 1891 book Adopting an Abandoned Farm
with the quip that it ‘has as much laugh to the
square inch as any book I have read this many a
day’.4 When Sanborn met Swamiji, she had just
concluded a lecture tour for her 1893 book A
Truthful Woman in Southern California. They
were both passengers on the Canadian Pacific
Railway’s Atlantic Express. Swamiji, as we know,
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was bound for Chicago. Sanborn informs us that
they met in the train’s observation car.
The Canadian Pacific Railway used observation cars seasonally from 1 May to 15 October.
One of these special cars was attached between
Mission Junction and Lytton in British Columbia so that the passengers could view the awesome scenery of Fraser Canyon.5 At Lytton, the
observation car was detached and a dining car
was attached so that the passengers could have
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their evening meal at leisure. Another observation car was attached to
the train between Revelstoke and Canmore in
order to view the Selkirk
mountains and the Rockies. The grade was so steep
for this part of the journey that the train could
not carry a heavy dining
car. A dining car was reattached in Canmore, AlObservation Car
berta, on the other side of
the Continental Divide. The type of observation
car that Swamiji rode had extra-large windows
plus some open-air seating at the rear of the car.
From the train, Swamiji certainly had some
breathtaking views of the Canadian landscape,
but according to Sanborn, the Indian monk himself was a sight nearly as spectacular as the wilderness. Her vivid portrait of Swamiji as an unusual
train passenger was first published in 1894. It
comes from Abandoning an Adopted Farm, the
sequel to her very popular book, Adopting an
Abandoned Farm:

But most of all was I impressed by the monk,
a magnificent specimen of manhood—six feet
two, as handsome as Salvini at his best, with a
lordly, imposing stride, as if he ruled the universe, and soft, dark eyes that could flash fire if
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roused or dance with merriment if the conversation amused him.6

Swamiji was not fully six feet two in height,
but Sanborn certainly looked up to him. While
she taught at Smith, she had created the ‘Round
Table Series of Literature’, which became a
standard set of lessons for teachers. It was said
that ‘No mortal could go over this collection
of complete and exact tables without knowing
English letters correctly nor look at one diagram
five minutes unprofitably’.7 Therefore, given her
own prodigious knowledge, she paid Swamiji a
high compliment:
He spoke better English than I did, was conversant with ancient and modern literature, would
quote easily and naturally from Shakespeare
or Longfellow or Tennyson, Darwin, Müller,
Tyndall; could repeat pages of our Bible, was familiar with and tolerant of all creeds. He was an
education, an illumination, a revelation! I told
him, as we separated, I should be most pleased
to present him to some men and women of
learning and general culture, if by any chance
he should come to Boston.8
Miss Sanborn indulged in name-dropping
to Swamiji the ‘distinguished men and women
in Boston’ who had been her guests. She gave
him her card with the simple address of ‘Metcalf, Mass.’ printed on it and assured him of a
‘hearty welcome’ at her farm. Little did Kate
Sanborn dream that Swamiji would actually accept her magnanimous invitation to visit her
PB July 2020
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I had met him in the observation car of the
Canadian Pacific, where even the gigantically
grand scenery of mountains, canyons, glaciers,
and the Great Divide could not take my eyes
entirely from the cosmopolitan travelers, all en
route for Chicago. Parsees from India, Canton
merchant millionaires, New Zealanders, pretty
women from Phillipine Isles married to Portuguese and Spanish traders, Japanese dignitaries
with their cultivated wives and collegiate sons,
high bred and well informed, etc. …

Street Scene, Metcalf, Massachusetts

Vivekananda in Metcalf
Metcalf farm. And little did Swamiji dream that
he would have to redirect himself to Massachusetts, though temporarily, after his goal appeared
to have been blocked in Chicago.
About two weeks later Sanborn received
an unexpected telegram from Swamiji. Her response was one of addled panic:
Just risen from a sick bed, I received a telegram
of forty-five words announcing that my reverend friend of the observation car was at the
Quincy House, Boston, and awaiting my orders.
Then I remembered vividly. I had urged him
to accept my hospitalities if he felt lonely or
needed help. I had promised those introductions to Harvard professors, Concord philosophers, New York capitalists, women of fame,
position, and means, with brilliant gifts in writing and conversation. It was mid-August. Not a
soul was in town, and how could I entertain my
gayly appareled pundit? I was aghast, but telegraphed bravely: ‘Yours received. Come to-day;
4.20 train, Boston and Albany’ (10).
Quincy House was an elegant old Boston
hotel on Brattle Square. Swamiji may have had
to wait a while for her reply to his telegram, as
there was no telegraph office in Metcalf. The
4:20 train on the Boston and Albany Railroad
departed the old Kneeland Street station in Boston. It would have taken about forty-five minutes to get to South Framingham. Here, Swamiji
would have transferred onto the short Milford
branch line.
Sanborn wrote an anecdote about a grumpy
man who claimed to know every village in Massachusetts and he insisted that there was no such
place as Metcalf, but he did ask a train conductor
because, as she put it:
A man knows he is right, but likes to have it
confirmed. ‘Look here! Is there such a town as
Metcalf on this [rail] road?’
‘No, sir.’
‘I thought so.’
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‘But there is a stopping
place with that name.’
‘Well, I am surprised.
What’s the population?’
‘Population!’ and he
burst out laughing; ‘there
ain’t any!’
‘What is there, then?’
‘Oh, three houses and
four cows’ (30–1).

Sanborn’s comedic style
employed exaggeration.
She claimed that Metcalf
consisted of three houses
Quincy House, Boston
and four cows. Actually, if
you will pardon my exaggeration, it was more
like four houses, dozens of cows, and a few
hundred chickens. Metcalf had a small train
depot adjacent to the northern boundary of
Sanborn’s rented farm, but it was only a whistle
stop. It did not rate a mention on the official
railway schedule.
After he transferred at South Framingham,
Swamiji must have noticed that the train depots
were smaller. The depot at Holliston was the stop
before Metcalf. Since Metcalf had no telegraph, a
courier from Holliston had to deliver Swamiji’s
expensive telegram to Sanborn’s doorstep. She
wrote that sometimes: ‘A messenger drives up
with a foaming steed and a bill for “special delivery”, announcing the intentions of aforesaid
visitors to drop in upon me.’ Or, ‘Sometimes as
they are leaving the station they are requested,
if going to Miss Sanborn’s, to kindly carry over
a telegram, which proves to be their own!’ (29).
Approaching Metcalf, the train passed
through a tunnel under Phipps Hill. The road
above it is now Highland Street, running north
and south across Washington Street. Phipps
Tunnel was built in 1847. It is located at mile
6.4 on the former twelve-mile Milford branch
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Boston Globe, 19 August 1893

line that went from Framingham to Milford.
The train tracks were removed in 2004, and it
is now part of the Upper Charles River Trail.
Metcalf station was located one-third mile past
the tunnel.
Sanborn enjoyed the obscurity of Metcalf,
or Metcalfs, as it was also called. Her 1891 book,
Adopting an Abandoned Farm, made her discovery of a vacant, hence ‘abandoned’, farm nationally famous, but she disguised the location
of Metcalf by giving it the generic nickname of
Gooseville. Sanborn also fictionalised Metcalf
as Foxboro, not realising that there actually was
a Foxboro, Massachusetts (26). In her second
book, she described the place more specifically:
‘Metcalf is a station in Holliston, is on no map,
has no telegraph office, and but one mail per day,
which brings the letters of day before yesterday.
The outgoing mail leaves at such an unconscionably early hour that we can only mail yesterday’s
letters day after tomorrow!’ (28).
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In the 1890s inhabitants of major cities might
have their mail delivered up to six times a day.
Metcalf was backward because it had only one
incoming mail per day. Sanborn explained that
people were waiting to get their mail from the
late afternoon train when Swamiji arrived: ‘As
the cars stopped, even the piercing whistle had
a derisive sound, and I trembled at the effect he
might produce on the crowd gathered for the
mail. But he was received in breathless silence.
He was such a surprise!’ (10).
Sanborn was a master of understatement as
well as exaggeration. She captured Swamiji’s
composure: ‘He seemed slightly surprised by the
simplicity and quiet of the place, but was too
courteous to speak of it’ (11).
Can you imagine how Swamiji felt at this
moment? This was surely a test of a sannyasin’s
equanimity. He had gambled his last dollar, so
to speak, on an eloquent telegram to this kindly
but apparently eccentric woman, whom he had
been assured knew the best of Boston’s liberal
intellectuals and literati. As soon as he alighted
from the train, however, it was clear that he
had arrived at the ‘back of beyond’, and he was
being gaped at by ‘hicks from the sticks’. Even
Miss Sanborn’s jaw dropped a little: ‘If he had
looked regal but bizarre among a group collected
from all nations, he was simply amazing on the
platform at Gooseville. … The yellow headgear
looked a brighter yellow than before. … The mulberry pink sash failed to harmonize at all with
the red robe. … He never minded the stares and
grins that were most evident to me. “Shall I give
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Sherborn Main Street, Metcalf

up the costume of my forefathers?” he sensibly
inquired’ (10–1).
Instead of highbrow Boston, which called
itself the Athens of America, Swamiji found
himself in a rustic backwater. To go from Boston to Metcalf was like going from Calcutta to
Kamarpukur. Swamiji may well have wondered
why he had journeyed about 14,000 miles for
this?9 Sanborn was sensitive to his predicament:
‘It was trying and vastly embarrassing to have
my Oriental visitor inquire in melancholy and
doubting tones: “Where are these influential
gentlemen, these women you promised me? I
must see them, and begin my struggle for my
poor people.”’10
Kate Sanborn no doubt gave Swamiji a tour
of her farm and a good supper. Afterwards, she
sat down to write letters. The next morning her
outgoing mail bag was ‘stuffed with frantic appeals for help’ (ibid.).

California, had merited an entire column when
it was reviewed in the New York Times.11 She was
invited to appear in panel discussions where the
participants could make witty remarks much like
on TV shows or podcasts today.12 In her 1894
book, Abandoning An Adopted Farm, Sanborn
wrote a colourful account of Swamiji’s arrival
at her small country depot: ‘His luggage was so
considerable in amount that the train was ten
minutes late at the next stopping place. He had
brought almost a Bodleian Library with him of
books recondite and rare, heavy in either sense.’13
First of all, it seems incongruous to read that
Swamiji travelled with a lot of luggage. As a
sadhu, he had few possessions. We learn from a
letter he wrote while staying at Miss Sanborn’s
farm that he had lacked adequate warm, and
therefore bulky, clothing during his Northern
Pacific voyage.14 At some point, he must have
acquired a steamer trunk.15 Steamer trunks were
very common, and they were also heavy and
cumbersome. A porter’s assistance and a gratuity would have been required at every transportation interchange along his journey.
Sanborn built her humour upon exaggeration, so I hardly think that it took a full ten
minutes for Swamiji to unload his ‘considerable
luggage’, but there may have been some delay as
he checked to see that all items in his care were
fully retrieved. Metcalf was such a small whistle

A Yogi in Metcalf
When Swamiji alighted from the train in Metcalf, Massachusetts in mid-August 1893, Miss
Kate Sanborn was there to greet him. Sanborn
was a humour writer and public lecturer. Although she maintained a respectable literary
reputation, much of her work was merely light
entertainment. Even so, when she met Swamiji
her latest book, A Truthful Woman in Southern
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stop that the station master,
who had to supervise loading and unloading the mail,
may have considered any
extra baggage as a disruption
of his timetable.
Initially, I thought that
Swamiji’s ‘Bodleian Library’ consisted of books
that he had purchased at
the World’s Columbian Exposition (wce) in Chicago.
I would not blame him for
splurging on new books
T Salvini, Century, 1892
at that international emporium of knowledge. Yet what sort of books
would have been sold at the wce? Books on
technology and science, probably, but how
much heavy stuff does a person want to carry
around at a huge exhibition on a hot day? He
may have picked up some pamphlets there, but
not heavy books that were ‘recondite and rare’.
Sanborn liked to turn a phrase, but in this case,
it appears that she is telling us that Swamiji had
a load of old books on philosophy. Where did
they come from?
During his first fortnight in Chicago, Swamiji
was the guest of Erskine M Phelps, a wealthy
leather merchant who had originally come from
Boston. Phelps did not quite know what to make
of Swamiji.16 I imagine that if Swamiji had told
him about Miss Sanborn’s invitation, he might
have encouraged him to go to Boston and given
him a substantial selection of used books from
his huge library as a going away gift. Perhaps,
Swamiji did not pack the books in his steamer
trunk, intending instead to read them on the
train. In order for Sanborn to claim that Swamiji
had a ‘library’ when he arrived in Metcalf, she
must have seen several stacks of books that had
to be handed down from the train car. Once
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Swamiji had read all the books, he must have
passed them on to someone else.
Part of Sanborn’s humour rested on Swamiji’s
conspicuous foreign presence in rural Metcalf.
In Abandoning an Adopted Farm, she proudly
introduced Swamiji to her readers. At the same
time, she spotlighted the tendency of her neighbours to gossip about a ‘furriner’: ‘When I had
the honor of entertaining a Hindoo monk
last summer, a man of wondrous learning, eloquence, and philanthropy, the excitement rose
to fever height.’17
The Cleveland World wrote about Abandoning
an Adopted Farm: ‘Miss Sanborn is simply inimitable in her ability to catch the humorous in what
is passing about her, and in setting it down so
that others can enjoy it.’18 When the book came
out, the Chicago Inter Ocean had not forgotten
Swamiji’s performance the previous year: ‘Withal
Miss Sanborn has dashed off an entertaining little
book. One of her experiences, by the way, is the
reception on her Gooseville retreat, the natives
agape with wonder, of the most picturesque and
fascinating personage at the Parliament of Religions, the Hindoo monk, Vivekananda.’19
Sanborn’s real problem, as it transpired in
1893, was fulfilling her boastful promise to summon influential intellectuals to meet him. In
August, everyone who was anyone was away on
vacation. Fortunately, Kate was successful in her
appeals to her friends to come meet Swamiji,
and at least a dozen women attended what was
arguably Swamiji’s first parlour talk in America.
Sanborn was grateful that through her ‘noble’
friends her ‘careless promise’ was ‘most gloriously
fulfilled’.20 In his spellbinding style, Swamiji explained to them the purpose of his long journey and his desire to uplift India. Apparently,
Miss Sanborn was quite dazzled by his exposition on Vedanta philosophy: ‘My overstrained
mind began to wobble, and I found I was sitting
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on the edge of my chair, with eyes aching from
a prolonged stare of wonder, my mouth positively ajar, like a rustic at muster; and as he talked
on and on in glowing rhapsody, I suddenly saw
myself as an extremely mature American Desdemona, listening intently to the marvelous eloquence of my Bengalese Othello’ (13–4).
Other writers besides Sanborn referred to
Swamiji as ‘an Othello’, and it seems a discouraging reminder of American racism that he was
profiled as the only exotic and eloquent man of
colour, albeit fictional, that they could think of.
Of course, Sanborn did not regard Swamiji as a
tragically deluded wife-killer. I presume she was
referring to Act One Scene Three when Othello
persuades the Duke of Venice and the Senate of
his honest intentions, thus favourably impressing
Desdemona and her father, Senator Brabantio.
Othello was a popular and heroic role successfully performed by only the best actors. Tommaso Salvini, an actor who Sanborn admired,
was considered a great Othello.
Sanborn related that when the time came for
Swamiji to depart Breezy Meadows, he made his
pranam and called her ‘Mother’. She was quite
touched and a little flustered by this gesture of
respect. On reflection, Sanborn reconsidered
her Desdemona analogy, and instead pictured
herself as another character from the classics:
Cornelia, the Roman mother of the Gracchi.
Sanborn’s father had drilled her in Latin since
childhood, so stories from ancient Rome were
integral to her life. Accordingly, Sanborn reimagined herself as the adoptive mother of her
‘Hindoo Gracchus’.
The comparison to Cornelia seems much
more appropriate than that of Desdemona. In
the well-known story, an aristocratic Roman visitor inquired of her friend Cornelia why she was
not wearing any jewellery. Cornelia, the exemplar of virtuous Roman motherhood, summoned
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her sons, Gaius and Tiberius Gracchus, and
said: ‘These are my
jewels.’ Sanborn had
presented Swamiji to
her fine friends and he
was, to be sure, a jewel
in the glittering crown
of India’s great spiritual
leaders.
Sanborn had leased
the farm she called
Breezy Meadows for
three years. At the end of
the lease, she purchased
Our Lady of Fatima Shrine,
another farm across the
Holliston, Massachusetts
road, closer to Medway,
which she also dubbed Breezy Meadows. She
was delighted to report that she bought some
fine horses for her new farm, and one of them, a
beautiful, lively colt, she named Viva, in honour
of ‘my Hindoo friend’ but the energetic equine
‘has not yet acquired his repose of manner’ (167).
After a succession of owners, the first Breezy
Meadows was purchased by the Xaverian Missionary Fathers in 1949, and a shrine to Our
Lady of Fatima was created there. The Roman
Catholic shrine has inadvertently preserved the
holy association of Swamiji’s walks, talks, and
meditations on this spot in 1893.
Like other nineteenth century authors, Sanborn was adept at warping English into phonetic imitations of regional or ethnic accents.
Mark Twain had popularised the technique. She
wrote rather presciently in 1894: ‘The sensation
[the swami] produced is not yet entirely a thing
of the past. A friend passing my home in the car
overheard the following dialogue between two
Irish women as they looked out upon my humble
residence: “And is that the place where the Hindoo praaste was entertained?” “Yes, it is, but he
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was not a praaste at all; it is a moonke he was.”
“Well, to my mind it’s a mighty poor place to be
entertaining either a moonke or a praaste!”’ (15).
In most instances, Sanborn’s self-deprecating style was to turn the joke upon herself. Even
though her humour was gentle, I did not always
appreciate her using Swamiji for comic material.
One of her anecdotes struck me as rather exploitative. Evidently, Swamiji had told Sanborn something about his meditation practice. She vaguely
recalled that it was a method of ‘endeavoring to
exclude all thought from his active mind, and
thus give room for divine light and communications to flow in’ (12). Swamiji may have used
the word ‘nirvana’ because many Americans had
read Sir Edwin Arnold’s Light of Asia. Sanborn
wrote that Swamiji was immobile as a ‘wax figure’ as he sat ‘wrapped in deepest thought’ on
her front porch in the morning. To those who
revere Swamiji, her description of him sitting
‘immovable, with eyes vacant and fixed, striving
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for an approximate condition of Nirvana’ was
a rare and precious sight; but she spoiled it by
interjecting the clueless comment of her hired
hand who came upon him unawares: ‘Gosh all
hemlock!’ (ibid.).
At that moment her comedy failed because,
to us, the sight of Swamiji’s intense dhyana rose
far above a cheap laugh. She simply could not
allow his elevated state to speak for itself, and so
she embellished it with the incomprehension of
a local yokel. Writers of that era commonly manipulated provincial American discomfort with
the exotic into situational comedy. Swamiji himself laughed at such humour. Sanborn was reassuring her reading public that they were more
sophisticated than the villagers of Metcalf.
Sanborn was not particularly religious. She
claimed that she had once been hit on the head
‘upon a hollow where the phrenologists say that
Reverence is absolutely lacking’ (172–3). Congregationalists, Unitarians, Transcendentalists, and Theosophists all received equal doses
of her scepticism. She did not spare her noted
cousin, Franklin B Sanborn, although it was
not until years later that she exercised her wit
upon his Concord School of Philosophy.21 On
24 August 1893 she persuaded Frank to meet
Swamiji in Boston and the occasion proved
most auspicious.22
When she was in San Diego, California, Sanborn had been handed a tract on Theosophy.
She said that when she reached the chapter on
‘Karma’, her hotel began to sway from a mild
earthquake that lasted one minute and twenty
seconds. She wondered if it was a warning from
God that she was due for a ‘come-uppance’
owing to her karma. Cautioned by the seismic
tremor, she dabbled no more in ‘the realm of
theosophic cloudland’, but turned to Swamiji for
rational support: ‘My Hindoo friend assured me
that he had never encountered a “Mahatma” in
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the mountains nor the valleys, and that he heard
more of theosophy in this country than in his
own land.’23
Social sensitivities have changed vastly in
the past century. Sanborn did not intend her
remarks to be taken seriously. Yet she admitted
her freedom to be funny had been hard earned:
‘What woman does not risk being called sarcastic or hateful if she throws back the merry dart,
or indulges in a little sharp-shooting. No, no, it’s
dangerous, if not fatal.’24 Sanborn meant, with
exaggeration, fatal to one’s social life.
Kate Sanborn was ahead of her time as a female humourist, but in one respect her portrait
of Swamiji as a foreigner incomprehensible to
ordinary folk was out-of-date. By the time Abandoning an Adopted Farm was published, Swamiji
was already celebrated as an able communicator, who could explain radical spiritual ideas to
the American public. Eventually someone must
have shown Sanborn’s book to Swamiji, but what
would he have said? He saw the world and its
absurdity from a loftier vantage point: ‘There is
neither rhyme nor reason in the universe! What
reason binds Him? He the playful one is playing these tears and laughters over all parts of
the play! Great fun, great fun, as Joe says. It is a
funny world, and the funniest chap you ever saw
is He—the Beloved Infinite! Fun, is it not?’25P
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Advaita Vedanta: Swami Vivekananda
and the Global Context
Swami Satyapriyananda
(Continued from the previous issue)

Plenty of Imagery

T

he Upanishads are a source of several imageries for explaining spiritual life.
(1) ‘Two birds of beautiful plumage
perched on the self-same tree, just as in a body
resides the individual soul and the other the universal Self.’1
(2) ‘Know the Atman to be the master of the
chariot; the body, the chariot; the buddhi, the
charioteer; and the mind, the reins. The senses,
they say, are the horses; the objects, the roads.
The wise call the Atman—united with the body,
the senses, and the mind—the enjoyer.’2
(3) ‘As fire is enveloped by smoke, as a mirror is
covered by dust, as a foetus is enveloped by the amnion, even so is this knowledge covered by desire.’3
(4) ‘The sacred word “Om” is called the bow,
the arrow is the soul, and Brahman is its target;
Brahman shall be pierced by one whose attention does not swerve. Then he will become one
with Brahman as the arrow becomes one with
the target when it has pierced it.’4
(5) ‘As in a mirror, so within one’s self; as in
dreams, so in the world of the manes; as indistinctly seen in water, so in the world of the Gandharvas; as of light and shade, so in the world of
Brahma.’5
(6) ‘As a spider projects forth and draws back
its threads, as plants grow on earth, as hairs grow
on the body, so does the universe emerge from
the imperishable Being.’6
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Scope for Householders in the
Ramakrishna Way: Simple Techniques
What is the way for a householder? Those who
embrace a monastic way of life have cleared the
deck for battle. They openly renounce the world.
If such people do not develop their spiritual life
through earnest practice, God has no patience
with them and says, fie on you! A thousand times
fie on you! However, most of the people in the
world are householders who cannot bother
themselves with philosophical discussions. They
have a pertinent question: what is the way out
for us? They too are yogis, gupta yogis, hidden
yogis, living under a cover of apparent worldly
life with a spiritual quest. For them Sri Ramakrishna suggests the following method: a) live
in seclusion for at least three days, b) repeat the
name of God and sing God’s glories, c) keep the
company of holy people or equivalently, the
scriptures or the Atman, and d) undertake satasat vichara, discernment between the real and
the unreal. e) After the birth of one or two children, live as brother and sister and devote the
time to devotional practices. f ) Never say, ‘I will
do this or that’. Rather say, ‘If it be the will of
God, I will do it’.
‘Live in the world as a housemaid.’ She does
all the works of her employer’s household and
even takes care of the employer’s children addressing them as ‘my Hari’, and so on, but knows
in her heart of hearts that her own home is in a
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far-off village. Sri Ramakrishna says, mix with
all as if they were all one’s own, but bear in mind
that they do not belong to you. ‘God alone is
your own.’ Live in the world like a mudfish or a
swan; the mud does not cling to the mudfish nor
water to the swan’s feathers.
‘One can live in the world and yet keep one’s
mind on God.’ The crocodile lays her eggs on
the bank but when she swims about, her mind
is on the eggs she had laid on the bank and their
safety. Or, when one has a toothache or a strand
of fibre sticking in between the teeth, one performs all works but the mind is on the toothache
or a strand of fibre stuck in between the teeth
which is causing the irritation.
‘One must have deep yearning for God’ like
the one who gasps for a breath of fresh air when
one’s head is suddenly submerged under water
and held there. Or, be like the one who does not
get a job and learns that there is just then no vacancy in the office; yet one goes every day to find
out whether a vacancy has come up.
‘Have the faith of a child.’ A child is afraid
to go through a forest path to the school. The
mother tells the child that there is an elder
brother named Madhusudan. Call on him and
he will come to you. The child implicitly trusts
the mother and when afraid, follows the mother’s
instruction and calls in a loud voice, ‘Madhusudan brother’, but no one turns up. The child has
the faith that the mother must be correct and so
goes on calling the brother. God takes pity on the
child and seeing that the child is crying rushes to
the child taking the form of Madhusudan.
There was a milkmaid who would bring milk
to a brahmana priest daily crossing the river by
a boat. In the rainy season, a boat was not available until the weather calmed down and she was
late in arriving at the priest’s house. The priest
told her, people cross the ocean of samsara taking
the name of God and you are not able to cross
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a small river! The woman took it seriously and
henceforth she was never late. The astonished
priest asked her how she was no longer getting
delayed and she said with all humility, ‘I follow
your instruction of crossing the river taking the
name of God’. Unbelievable, thought the priest
and wanted to see it for himself. The woman
took the priest to the riverbank and repeating
the name of God, stepped on to the river and
she did not drown. She asked the priest also to
follow but though he too repeated the name of
God and raising his clothes lest it gets drenched,
stepped on to the river, he went down. The priest
lacked the faith in the name of God which the
milkmaid had.
How to perform sadhana? Every homemaker
knows this. To curdle milk, one heats the milk
first, lets it cool down and then adds a little curd
and mixes it well. Then the homemaker keeps the
container in a corner without disturbing it. The
milk turns into curd in time. So it is with sadhana.
An oyster floats on the ocean as if waiting
for a drop of rain; once it receives a raindrop it
goes to the depths of the ocean. There takes place
an irritation within the oyster and it fashions
a beautiful pearl. Thus, one receives the mystic
name of God from one’s guru and practises spiritual disciplines with faith in oneself and faith
in the mantra. In time one receives the grace of
God and God’s revelation.
‘Being born as a human being, it is essential to
realise God.’ There was a boatman who used to
ferry people across the river. He would take passengers and then begin to ferry the boat across
the river. Once a learned man was among the
passengers and he began to taunt the boatman
asking him whether he knew the Vedas, Vedanta,
Sankhya, yoga, and so on. The boatman hung his
head in shame with each question revealing his
total lack of knowledge of those subjects. The
learned man repeatedly said that the boatman
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was doomed to go to
hell. Suddenly a storm
arose and the boat was
swinging and dipping
dangerously. The boatman, who himself knew
how to swim, asked the
learned man whether
he too knew swimming
and on getting the reply
in the negative, said
that the learned man
was doomed to die. All
worldly education is futile to cross the ocean of
samsara.
Why do we disagree and come to blows? Four
people began to gossip amongst themselves. The
topic drifted to a creature they had seen on a tree
far away. One of them said that it was green. Another said: ‘Why green? It is blue.’ A third said:
‘You are both wrong. It is yellow.’ A fourth said
that it was red. A quarrel started among them.
They went to that tree and seeing a man seated
below it, asked him to settle their dispute. The
man said: ‘I sit under this tree and have watched
that creature. What all of you said is true but it
is a partial view. It takes all these colours which
you mentioned and sometimes it is colourless
too. It is a chameleon.’ Despite several philosophical systems, there was harmony in India because they understood that the Truth cannot be
known by these paths unless one traverses them,
just as one cannot get even a drop of water from
the almanac that predicts rain by squeezing it.
The existence of several philosophical systems
shows the freedom of expression India always
had in religious matters. Again, if there were a
shop that sold only coats of a particular type, either one buys it or goes without it. But in India
several philosophical approaches are available
from which to select. Sri Ramakrishna refers to
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the case of a mother who cooks different types
of food to suit the differing tastes and temperaments of her children. Fanatical religions do
not give this scope for religious diversity nor
for freedom of expression. These religions are
in main a drill.
Occult powers are obstacles to yoga. Just as
people mistake yoga for physical exercise and
not the union of the self with the Paramatman,
there is confusion that spiritual practices must
give rise to occult powers. Sri Ramakrishna used
the crudest expression to develop disgust for
occult powers. A sincere spiritual man had developed occult powers. God was sympathetic
and wanted to guide him. God came in disguise
and spoke to the man about his powers. God
asked the man whether he could kill yonder
elephant through his powers. He said that he
could and chanting some incantations sprinkled some dust on the elephant which wreathed
in pain and died. God in disguise expressed joy
and asked the man whether he could also bring
it back to life. The man said yes, and sprinkled
dust again on the dead elephant chanting some
other incantation and the elephant wriggled and
stood up. God in disguise then asked the man in
what way the occult power had transformed his
own life and disappeared.
Can God not be worshipped in a human
being? People worship God in images. Sri
Ramakrishna asked, if God can be worshipped
in images, can God not be worshipped in the
human being? If God can be seen with eyes
closed in meditation, can God not be seen with
eyes open? Stars are seen at night; are they not
there during the day? The transcendent God is
immanent in creation. That God can be worshipped in every way. If one is attracted to an
object or a person, one can see God in one’s object of love and serve God in that very form to
get spiritual emancipation. Service to the human
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being in the spirit of worship of God is a method
that combines all the four yogas.
‘Go forward.’ A woodcutter was cutting
wood in a forest to make his living. One day a
spiritual novitiate asked him to go forward. The
woodcutter did not pay heed to his words for
many days. One day it occurred to him that he
should go deeper into the forest. He saw sandalwood trees and by chopping them became richer.
Again a few days passed and he decided to go
further inside the forest. He came successively
across a silver mine, a gold mine, and a diamond
mine. The moral of the story is to go forward in
spiritual path and not to stagnate at any level.

the outside. Change and changelessness belong
to the same Reality, said Sri Ramakrishna.
What to Pray for
We shall sum up with ‘what to pray for’, seeing
that human beings have an unending list of requirements before them. Sri Ramakrishna tells
us how to pray:
O Mother, I throw myself on Thy mercy; I take
shelter at Thy Hallowed Feet. I do not want bodily comforts; I do not crave name and fame; I do
not seek the eight occult powers. Be gracious
and grant that I may have pure love for Thee, a
love unsmitten by desire, untainted by any selfish ends—a love craved by the devotee for the
sake of love alone. And grant me the favour, O
Mother, that I may not be deluded by Thy worldbewitching maya, that I may never be attached
to the world, to ‘woman and gold’, conjured up
by Thy inscrutable maya! O Mother, there is no
one but thee whom I may call my own. Mother,
I do not know how to worship; I am without
austerity; I have neither devotion nor knowledge. Be gracious, Mother, and out of Thy infinite mercy grant me love for Thy Lotus Feet.7

Sri Ramakrishna’s Philosophy
A person walks up a staircase to go to the roof
stepping on the lowest step; discards it, and
climbs to a higher step, and so on till she or he
reaches the roof. That person then realises that
the steps that were necessary but had been rejected were also made of the same material as
the roof. Thus, in the domain of Shakti, the
world, one takes to negation, neti, neti and ascends to the experience of the changeless aspect
of Reality, the nitya. Having had the experience
of Brahman, one takes to affirmation, iti, iti, and
comes down to the changeful aspect of Reality,
the lila. Thus, it is like a steamer-boat racing
from one bank of the river to the opposite bank,
back and forth. The world is not unreal but is the
manifestation of Brahman by its Shakti, which is
non-different from it. This is the spiritual experience of Sri Ramakrishna.
Between the nitya and lila, both of which
are real, there is a threshold of bhavas or moods,
called the bhavamukha. On one side, it is bhavaatita, beyond bhavas or moods, and on the other
side it is bhava-srot, stream of bhavas or moods.
It is like standing on the threshold of a house and
simultaneously witnessing both the inside and
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Every word of this prayer, uttered from the
depths of his soul, is there before humanity as a
template. What is sought is not liberation from
the cycle of birth and death but freedom from
being deluded by the world-bewitching maya.
Indeed, the arati in the centres of the Ramakrishna Order is our conversation with the
chosen Deity.
P
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YOUNG EYES
The Pressure to Succeed
Aadrika Chattopadhyay
Ten Years Old, Class Five, Apeejay School, Salt Lake, Kolkata

T

hese days, parents, relatives, friends,
and almost everybody talks about success,
achievement in terms of grades, and how
competition is growing greater every single day.
We often get to hear the words: ‘You have to be
a doctor or an engineer.’ These words are wrong
because there are so many different careers to
choose from and it is also not possible that
everyone will be interested in the same thing.
Many people these days think the only path
to success is to be a doctor, a lawyer, or an engineer. However, this is very bad because this
leads to parents, relatives, and friends forcing
pressure onto a person who is not interested in
becoming either a doctor, lawyer, or an engineer.
The result of this may be drastic in many unfortunate ways. The victim of peer pressure might
get so stressed and pressured about the whole
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thing that she or he might have to take medical
help so as to feel better.
Another thing that may happen is that there
will be a huge lack of people in other career
streams. For example, where will the world be
without teachers, artists, and so on? Parents these
days also forget that their children are still children and that a child needs to play and have fun;
otherwise, the child will become sad and dull.
Not only that, the child may not even be interested in what she or he is being pressured about.
People from all ages also bully and make fun
of children who don’t get good grades and for
that matter, top grades. Students also get beaten
up if they are not the best of the lot in their respective classes. And children don’t even get time
to do things other than study or work because
they have tuition teachers coming at all hours,
which leads them to work endlessly at a very young age. And
there’s literally no limit to how
much the child is supposed to
work, because even if a child is
ill, she or he is forced to work
and study very hard.
Some coaching institutes
get hold of parents and coax
them to tell their wards to become either doctors, lawyers,
or engineers. Some kids even
do weird things because of the
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amount of pressure they
suffer from all sides. Some
parents think that making
their children take different competitive exams is
a good way to lead their
children to success, but
this is not true because
success does not come
from merely topping competitive exams, it comes
from actually understanding and liking what one
studies or learns. There are many aspects to studying because there are different things to study in
the world, like someone may like to study baking
while another person might want to study chemistry. So, pressurising a person to do something
that she or he is not interested in is very wrong.
Some people even start defining children by
what grades they get, and if the child’s scores
are low they tell the child that studying is not
the child’s cup of tea. This is completely untrue
because firstly, a person cannot be judged or defined by the number of grades she or he gets, as
a person has no right to judge another person
and secondly, a person can only be defined by
the goodness in one’s heart. Also the grades one
gets does not always matter, as long as one is sincere and earnest.
So judging a person by grades alone is like a
crime in its own way. Also grades are not everything because there are many things that are
more important than grades. Unfortunately, the
world we live in mostly does not care or think
about anything other than grades or success.
Even students start looking down upon their
peers who have not done as well as they have
done in studies, and a few teachers and parents
start taking their students or children less seriously just because of the same.
Nowadays, people put a lot of pressure on
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students to learn English and the children are
told to speak in English wherever they go and
as much as they can. This may be good in a certain way, but some of the parents even tell them
to stop speaking in their mother tongue which
is horrible. And as children grow up, their free
time decreases, but parents are decreasing their
time even at a very young age.
Some people think that the bigger the school
is the better the children will flourish. However,
it does not depend on the school alone, because
what really matters is the child. For example, in
a school, suppose a teacher is teaching a mathematical problem, but if the student does not
understand, then what is the point of studying
in a small school or a big school because at the
end of the day it all comes down to the students.
Some parents even start hitting their children if they fail to get into a so-called big school,
while some parents even put conditions like if
they get into a particular school only then will
they be given a chocolate. If a child is beaten up
just because she or he could not do something,
it is wrong because it is not the end of the world.
Putting conditions up so that a person can do
something is also wrong because the two things
should not be tied together. This may make the
child perform badly because her or his mind will
get distracted by what the condition is about and
not on what is important to be done.
P
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Naraka

T

he word naraka is a commonly used
Sanskrit word. It is used by people, who do
not even know Sanskrit, as it is present in
almost every Indian language. The widely used
meaning of the word naraka is hell. However, it
is necessary to see the other meanings and the
origins of this Sanskrit word. Sanskrit is a classical language like Greek, Latin, and Persian.
And in Sanskrit, as in most classical languages,
most words are derived from a stem or root.
The word naraka is derived from the root
word nri by adding the suffix vun. The root word
nri means to lead. The word naraka means the
place where a human being’s head is, demon, hell,
the infernal regions including a number of places
of torture of various descriptions, the name of a
demon, a liquor vessel, king of Pragjyotisha, son
of Anrita and Nirriti or Nirkriti, son of Vishnu
and Bhumi, son of Vipra and Chitti, name of a
place of pilgrimage, another name of Raurava,
and a nephew of Hiranyakashipu.
Various texts of Sanatana Dharma give detailed
descriptions of people who go to naraka. A false
witness, one who wrongly takes sides, a liar, killer
of an embryo, killer of a cow, killer of a brahmana,
gold thief, insulter of one’s guru, insulter of the
Vedas, thief, insulter of gods, insulter of ancestors,
insulter of guest, supporter of evil, non-performer
of scriptural duties, burner of house, killer of
friend, adulterer, and one who causes great harm
to people physically or mentally goes to naraka.
There are various descriptions of naraka in
the Hindu scriptures: ‘A person going to naraka
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is forcefully bound by the snare of the messengers of the lord of death, Yama and is thrown
into the nether worlds for thousands of years.
In these worlds, Yama’s servants beat and torture the person going to naraka. This tribulation leads that person to attain deeper spheres
of naraka. After suffering a great deal in these
lower worlds, that person again attains to human
birth. In that human birth too, that person suffers from various ailments and ill-fame. That person is hated by all living beings and only one’s
family is available for succour. That person is
constantly engaged in evildoings and falls into
blinding depths of nether worlds. Ignorance
makes human beings act in this careless manner.
The persons going to naraka fall into depths of
naraka and are consumed by unending suffering.
These persons indiscriminately kill other living
beings for filling their stomachs. Yama orders
these people to be thrown into deeper spheres
of naraka. A hater of cow will be masticated by
Yama’s servants for one thousand years for every
hair of that cow. A king who punishes innocent
people and beats virtuous people like the brahmanas would be tortured in a darker sphere of
naraka by Yama’s servants.’
Jaina, Sikh, and Buddhist texts also have detailed descriptions of naraka. Buddhist texts
have graphic descriptions of naraka and describe
how a person can return to human birth by performing virtuous actions. Buddhist texts take
recourse to terrible descriptions of naraka to encourage ethical behaviour.
P
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TRADITIONAL TALES
The Glory of Food

T

he Mahabharata War had ended
and King Yudhishthira was coronated as
the emperor of dharma. Bhishma waited
on a bed of arrows for the sun to move towards
the north, when he would breathe his last. One
day, King Yudhishthira with Sri Krishna’s permission, went to Kurukshetra with his brothers
and Draupadi to meet Bhishma. They saluted
Bhishma. Yudhishthira asked him about various
topics like varna, ashrama, the duties of the
ruled, and the duties of the ruler, and Bhishma
gave good answers to all of these questions.
When Bhishma was thus teaching dharma
to Yudhishthira, Draupadi chuckled. Hearing
that, Bhishma stopped midway and asked her:
‘Daughter! Why did you laugh?’ Draupadi felt
much ashamed. She hung her head and said:
‘Please forgive me, grandsire! I laughed by mistake. It is my fault. Please forgive me.’
Bhishma was not satisfied with this reply
and said: ‘Child! No woman of a noble lineage
laughs where elders are gathered. Noble women
like you having sterling character do not laugh
in front of others without good reason. You are
a great woman of many talents. You are chaste.
Such a person cannot laugh without any reason.
Hence, tell me without hesitation the reason for
your laughter.’
Hearing this, tears welled up in Draupadi’s eyes. She folded her hands in salutation of
Bhishma and said: ‘Sir! It is a very small matter.
Even then since you have asked the reason, I am
bound to answer. I will tell the reason. Please do
not be angry at me hearing what I say.
PB July 2020
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‘Sir! You were teaching dharma just now.
Then a thought occurred to me. Did not the
grandsire Bhishma who is beautifully explaining dharma now, just silently watch when Duhshasana violated my honour in the court of
Kauravas? Where did Bhishma keep all this
knowledge of dharma then, who is now expounding dharma? I felt that you could have
learnt about dharma later. I laughed thinking all
this. Please forgive me.’
Bhishma calmly replied: ‘Child! Your questions are reasonable. What is there here for me
to forgive you? I had the knowledge of dharma
even when I was in the court of Duryodhana.
But, I was then eating the food provided by the
evil Duryodhana. That polluted my intellect and
I lost my capacity to discern the good from the
bad. The scriptures say that if one eats the food
provided by an evil person, then the body and
the mind of the person eating the food also becomes bad. My intellect has now been purified
because even the last drop of blood that was produced by eating bad food has gone out of my
body. That is why now I could properly expound
the principles of dharma.’
P
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For review in P RABUDDHA B HARATA,
publishers need to send two copies of their latest publications

On Human Nature
Roger Scruton
Princeton University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton, New Jersey
08540, usa. Website: https://www.
press.princeton.edu. 2017. viii + 152 pp.
$22.95. pb. isbn 9780691168753.

profane, desire, sexual morality, and piety. One
aspect missing from the book is gratitude, which
is a latent yet inherent part of human nature and
it has been of great interest recently in normative
ethics and moral psychology. Overall, this book is
a good read for students of bio-philosophy.
Swami Paramashivananda
Ramakrishna Math, Chennai

T

his lecture-style brief book on human nature by Roger Scruton is a rebuttal to the
reductionist approach of humankind as a mere
biological entity in an evolutionary biologist
world and favours the holistic approach of humankind as an emergent entity in a philosopher’s
world. In the introductory chapter on humankind, Scruton starts with something modest such
as laughter and proceeds on to explain intricate
topics such as subject identification or selfawareness, religious faith, intentionality, and
above all, human responsibility, accountability
and freedom that distinguish us from primates.
In fact, many of the repertory of human emotions like admiration, commitment, and praise
stem from the responsibility or accountability
of human beings with their individual rights
and duties and this has been lucidly portrayed
by Scruton in this book.
The next chapter on human relations that deals
extensively with ‘I-you’ relationship, self-other
identification with multiple references from Kant,
Descartes, and other great thinkers is a good fit for
students of Western philosophy. Scruton raises
the ‘relevancy’ bar in the last two chapters and
discusses practical issues surrounding human nature in the current human world. He describes
the moral and spiritual aspects of human nature
with diverse topics such as praise and blame, forgiveness, honour and autonomy, rights and duties,
virtue and vice, pollution and taboo, sacred and
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Kierkegaard’s Journals
and Notebooks: Volume 10,
Journals NB31–NB36
Søren Kierkegaard
Princeton University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Website: https://press.
princeton.edu. 2018. 704 pp. $150.
hb. isbn 9780691178981.

K

ierkegaard writes:

On the other hand, the person who does not
want to worship, does not want to suffer, does
not want to serve God―he comes up with the
notion that God has a cause in the hum[an]
sense, so it is therefore important to get this to
fit into the world of relativities, for which cleverness and hum[an] means are used―and this
is called serving God. With this, people have
degraded God and in addition make Christ
into a dreamer, because he disdained the use of
hum[an] means, the use of hum[an] cleverness,
to avoid suffering (suffering is namely inseparable from the unconditioned and from serving
God unconditionally―therefore hum[an] cleverness avoids suffering by transforming the unconditioned into something conditioned), and
he [Christ] was dreamer enough to enjoin his
disciples [Christians] to the same (235).
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Volume 10 of Kierkegaard’s Journals and Notebooks is a treatise on theodicy which spans from
meditations on empathy (255–6) to an attack on
the Enlightenment (362–3). Throughout this volume, we have Kierkegaard writing of the need to
suffer because he correctly sees suffering as the
only way to commune with God and in particular,
Christ. It is, as it were, the entire cosmos worships
God while intensely suffering. It is this theme of
cosmic suffering that we find in the Hebrew scriptures and in the New Testament.
This service to God as equivalent to suffering is
a form of theodicy that is ignored by philosophers.
Suffering is not caused by God but is itself the solution to the problem of evil. One suffers because
to suffer is to become mystically one with God. In
the Psalms, the Psalmist writes of this need for the
worshipper to suffer for and with Yahweh. Within
the Christian worldview, unlike within the Hindu
worldview, God is weak. God participates fully
in human pain. It is from this understanding of
pain in the Bible, to Anti-Climacus’s, Kierkegaard’s pseudonym, writings (256), to the explicit
writings of Kierkegaard himself collected in this
volume, we have the same symphony on suffering
which will be later picked up by Edith Stein and
Simone Weil.
Both Stein and Weil would later stress on the
primacy of suffering in their works. Stein, of
course, had to struggle with what has come to be
known as the problem of empathy or the problem
of other minds. Strangely, Stein does not elaborate on Kierkegaard too much and stresses on
phenomenology in her corpus. This is perhaps
because she was not too well versed with Kierkegaard’s works. As this volume proves, Kierkegaard
is the ontic origin to not only Stein and Weil’s intellectual moorings but he is also the base from
which Western theodicy takes a modernist turn.
Hannah Arendt and now, Susan Neiman, owe a
lot to Kierkegaard’s oeuvre.
Here, we need to pause and reflect why Kierkegaard is not taught in many Christian seminaries, why he is not part of the philosophy
syllabi in many university departments of
philosophy—if he is, then only a small part—
and why he is not considered a literary theorist. This is where these Princeton editions of
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Kierkegaard’s Journals and Notebooks come into
the picture. Kierkegaard’s output is vast and
earlier, was not available in English. Had they
been available then certainly Stein, Weil, Arendt,
and Neiman would have constructed their theodicies around Kierkegaard more fully, abandoning the charlatanism of Martin Heidegger’s
Nazi histrionics.
These Princeton hardbacks, handsomely
bound, with appealing fonts and meticulous notes
will help disseminate Kierkegaard’s writings to a
broader audience. The endnotes are copious and
without pedantry. Doctoral work can be done referring to these volumes. Congratulations are due
to both Princeton University Press and, to the
Søren Kierkegaard Research Centre, Copenhagen for undertaking such a project which they
have been able to meticulously execute with nary
a typos.
Subhasis Chattopadhyay
Theologian and Psychoanalyst
Assistant Professor of English
Narasinha Dutt College, Howrah

Poetry and the Religious
Imagination: The Power of
the Word
Edited by Francesca Bugliani
Knox and David Lonsdale
Ashgate Publishing Limited, Wey
Court East, Union Road, Farnham,
Surrey, GU97PT, England. Website:
https://www.ashgate.com. 2015. 280
pp. £68. hb. isbn 9781472426246.

D

uring this covid-19 pandemic, as had happened before during global epidemics and
as will happen ages hence, we can only find solace
in poetry and the discourses of ‘theology, philosophy … [and] spirituality on the other’ (1). After
all, true theology, philosophy, and spirituality are
all poetry. What is not poetry will never soothe
and heal our souls. The anthology of essays under
review does its cultural work through acts of remembrance and faith-building. Thus, Francesca
Bugliani Knox reclaims ‘the “truth-bearing” potential of the poetic imagination’ by referring to
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poets (for instance, Blake, Coleridge, Wallace Stevens and Seamus Heaney), by literary
scholars (notably, Northrop Frye, Frank Kermode and George Steiner) and by theologians
(such as John Henry Newman, Hans Urs von
Balthasar, Paul Tillich, Karl Rahner and Karl‑Josef Kuschel). This volume addresses not so much
the ‘truth-bearing’ potential of the poetic imagination as the relationship between poetry
and the religious imagination. Indeed it identifies the religious imagination as the appropriate common ground for a new conversation
between poetry, philosophy and theology (ibid.).

This anthology is the best in its domain. The
essays range from interrogating the literary qualia
in the works of Romano Guardini, Hans Urs von
Balthasar, and Paul Tillich (31–49). Pages 40–1
are very crucial for its clear delineation between
the ‘reception(s)’ of literature by Guardini and
von Balthasar. Such a lucid account is non-existent till date in any anthology. It is another matter
that Hans Urs von Balthasar is one of this reviewer’s favourite writers.
‘Dante and the Indispensability of the Image’
by John Took (91–107) and Chapter 6 titled ‘Law
and Divine Mercy in Shakespeare’s Religious Imagination: Measure for Measure and The Merchant
of Venice’ by Paul S Fiddes (109–28) are original
contributions to Dante and Shakespeare studies,
respectively. It is not easy to be original in either
of these literary domains.
‘Judge not, that ye be not judged.’ These words
of Jesus (Matthew 7:1) presented a problem to the
rulers and lawyers of the Elizabethan age. Perhaps they still do for Christian believers called
to the judicial bench, faced with the apparently
stark command, ‘Judge not’. How can judges not
judge? This text is followed immediately by another, which elaborates it: ‘For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged, and with what
measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again’
(Matthew 7:1–2). It is to this that Shakespeare
refers in the title of his play, Measure for Measure.
So, in its immediate context, the command warns
that those who set out to judge others must expect
to receive an equivalent condemnation for their
own faults. The warning is echoed in the Epistle
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of Paul to the Romans, a book that had a weighty
impact at the time of the English Reformation:
‘in passing judgement on another you condemn
yourself, because you, the judge, are doing the
same things’ (Romans 2:1).
Elizabethan jurists coped with the direct command of Jesus not to judge by making a distinction between private and public spheres of life.
Princes and other rulers were ‘Gods by office’ not
‘Gods by nature’; as God’s deputies, they were entrusted with the divine prerogatives of justice and
mercy. Their authority to judge came from their
public office, not their private opinions. Perhaps
this is what is intended by Angelo in Measure for
Measure when he says, ‘It is the law, not I, condemn your brother’ (109).
My reader, only if I could say to those authors I
have condemned in the last ten years of Prabuddha
Bharata and in this issue: ‘It is the law, not I, condemn you my brother’. For, I only wish, that I had
‘shadows offended’ and think but of covid-19, and
all sadly, forever ‘is mended’ (William Shakespeare,
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act 4, Scene 1).
American Studies students will benefit from
reading Chapter 7 on Wallace Stevens by John
McDale, and the most scintillating essay in this
volume: it is by Sarah Law on the poetry of the underappreciated Denise Levertov. Law’s is Chapter
13, beautifully titled ‘“The Pulse in the Wound”:
Embodiment and Grace in Denise Levertov’s Religious Poetry’ (221–36). Law ends her chapter
with this sentence which in April 2020, in Kolkata, has taken on a rich, new, and strange meaning: ‘It is human activity which continues to be
the pulse in the wound of the world, and it is only
an incarnational mysticism which allows for the
reception, and beholding, of mystery’ (234).
It is indeed human will arising from the mystical impulse that perchance we will look back
ages hence and then the wound of this world
would have healed. Till then, let us be content
echoing John Keats and know that beauty is truth
and truth, beauty; for the beast that had begun
slouching towards Jerusalem is born at last. Of
course, I refer here to W B Yeats (William Butler
Yeats, ‘The Second Coming’).
Subhasis Chattopadhyay
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Portraits of God: Word
Pictures of the Deity from the
Earliest Times Through Today
Louis Baldwin
McFarland, 960 NC Hwy 88 W, Jefferson NC 28640 (Box 611). Website:
https://mcfarlandbooks.com. 2011. 192
pp. $19.99. pb. isbn 9780786467204.

Had Baldwin added this to his ‘human portraits’
of God, this book would have been truly a sourcebook on anthropomorphic reflections on God.
Baldwin’s book is vast in scope, and yet, it is
written so clearly that it will appeal to even those
who do not agree with the existence of anything
transcendent.
Subhasis Chattopadhyay

T

he chapter ‘The Projected Self-Image’ (107–
8) in the book under review adds a brilliantly
sarcastic insight into one of the ‘extreme leftist
offshoots of Hegel’ (107). We are speaking here
of Ludwig Feuerbach, who was ‘an early proponent of scientific humanism [and] whose thinking
formed something of a bridge between Hegel and
Karl Marx and [who] was a harbinger of Sigmund
Freud’ (107). To find Feuerbach in this book was a
pleasant surprise. Baldwin, in this witty book, has
presented to us humorous portraits of God, and
more wonders follow.
While Feuerbach saw God as ‘the epitome,
[and] not the embodiment, of human love’ (108);
Sigmund Freud, according to Baldwin might
‘have implicitly agreed with Jesus Christ that the
overweening love of self is the root of all evil, although he [Freud] might not have honored the
copyright’ (132). ‘The Father Fantastic’ (130–2),
which discusses Freud on God, touches upon the
issue of theodicy: ‘What is real in this world [according to Baldwin’s study of Freud], in the world
we know at first hand, is evil—the pain and other
suffering from which there is no escape except by
chance’ (131). Again, for this reviewer, this chapter
on Freud is surprising in this sort of a book. Baldwin is analytical, but he never loses sight of the
idea of God that every one of us has constructed
in our minds. He also deals, though inadequately,
with the Upanishadic Brahman (14–7).
Karen Armstrong does a good job of writing
on God in her books, so does Neil McGregor in
his Living with the Gods: On Beliefs and People
(2018), but Baldwin’s book is not merely supplementary to Armstrong’s works or McGregor’s
book; it is essential reading for both philosophers
and theologians. One glaring omission in this
book is Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s work
on the rhizomic nature of the Buddhist ‘mandala’.
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Heroic Shāktism: The Cult of
Durgā in
Ancient Indian Kingship
Bihani Sarkar

B

Oxford University Press, Great Clarendon Street, Oxford OX2 6DP, UK.
Website: https://global.oup.com. 2017.
295 pp. £75. hb. isbn 9780197266106.

ihani Sarkar’s monograph is one of those religious monographs written by someone who
knows the languages of the yesteryears, knows a
lot of ancillary materials, but has actually no personal experience with the Mother in her various
forms. The names of these forms, Sarkar can rattle
off since her next postdoctoral funding depends
on her being able to publish or perish to languish
in the backwaters of the tenure-hopefuls in the
UK. Now that the covid-19 pandemic has begun
in the UK, perhaps she is rooting for a plum post
as a savant on the Mother Goddess in some hallowed and sanitised hall of some bleak college
ruled by an inflexible, iterative, and tautological
structuralist like herself.
Chapters 3 and 7 show Sarkar at her archival,
plodding, and non-syncretic best. In ‘Taking Over
Skanda’ (97–114), Sarkar shows her huge deficits as being part of any faith community except
the sort that armchair scholars of religion have
been doing throughout the last century. She reduces Lord Shiva to nothing more than a detritus
who is so ephemeral that it would surprise a nonHindu reader to find that actually Shiva is offered
worship within Advaita Vedanta, in its Kashmiri
Shaivite form, and within other living traditions
of Hinduism. These, apart from the way Shiva is
seen by the Virashaivas and Lingayats of contemporary South India. They would be horrified to
know that both Devi Durga and Lord Shiva are all
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imaginations of various Sanskrit poets. It is akin
to saying that The Last Temptation of Christ (1955)
by Nikos Kazantzakis is a valid testimony of the
life of the real Jesus just because this reviewer has
fumbled upon it while searching for authentic
sources for Christ’s life.
In chapter 7, Sarkar confuses literature, history, liturgy with dulia and hyperdulia with her
gross hermeneutical error that Navaratri is only
about symbols and metaphors. Reading this chapter, one senses that nobody really feels that good
won over evil ever; even metaphorically. Sarkar
loves metaphors and other literary tropes since
she is in an ivory-tower of solipsism fuelled by
misplaced religious scholarship. Again, to reach
Sarkar’s Anglophilic intellect swimming within
Sanskrit and Hindu waters too deep for her; we
must use a Christian analogy to show her intellectual confusion.
If one reads the very erudite John P Meier’s
monumental 5 volumes’ A Marginal Jew series
(1991–2016), one feels that the Jesuit Meier’s
life’s mission is to desacralise and reduce Christ
to human levels that are historically comprehensible to finite beings. History, archaeology, and a
vast array of linguistic jingoism have established
Father Meier as a recent stalwart in the historical Jesus movement. But to what avail? Bihani
Sarkar’s book will be, through standard quid pro
quos in high places, one day lauded as a great
contribution to Hindu Studies. And perhaps, on
the merit of her archival knowledge, her erotic
descriptions of Devi Durga will even win her
some coveted honorary Chair at the American
Academy of Religion alongside Wendy Doniger
and Sarah H Jacoby. This reviewer was ashamed
to read and review Jacoby for this journal for
Jacoby misrepresented the life of the Tibetan
mystic, Sera Khandro.
One foresees a great academic career for Bihani Sarkar precisely because she has neglected
the living tradition(s) of Shakta tantra, which she
has mapped wrongly in her despicable book. In
short, Bihani Sarkar writes for academic kudos in
the Western world. She is like a learned medical
student who has only read of human anatomy but
never seen a real corpse.
Subhasis Chattopadhyay
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On Psychological and
Visionary Art: Notes from C
G Jung’s Lecture Gérard de
Nerval’s ‘Aurélia’
C G Jung
Edited by Craig E Stephenson

R

Princeton University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton, New Jersey
08540, usa. Website: https://www.
press.princeton.edu. 2015. 240 pp. $35.
hb. isbn 9780691162478.

ichard Sieburth annotates a beautiful quotation from Gérard de Nerval’s Aurélia: ‘Dream
is a second life. … The first few instants of sleep are
the image of death; a drowsy numbness steals over
our thoughts. … Then … a new clarity illuminates
these bizarre apparitions and sets them in motion.
… [Emmanuel] Swedenborg called these visions
his Memorabilia; they came to him more often in
reverie than in sleep; Apuleius’s Golden Ass and
Dante’s Divine Comedy are the poetic models of
such studies of the human soul’ (120).
The book under review, published with the
support of the Philemon Foundation, is a manifesto for Romanticism, albeit written in the twentieth century. R F C Hull and Gottwalt Pankow,
the translators have done us a service through
their cultural work of being loyal to Jung’s German without losing Jung’s nuances while translating Jung into English.
In the first section of this review, we will engage with Stephenson’s excellent introduction
to de Nerval’s Aurélia, posthumously published
in 1855, and show how Stephenson interiorises
and represents the Romantic agon. Then we shall
move on to Jung’s writings and notes on Aurélia
to prove how modernist Jung (1875–1961) was and,
as we will see in a moment, all modernism and
postmodernism; that is, in short, all that came
after the great Romantics, happen to be just dirges
to Romanticism. Even in March 2020, this reviewer is convinced that we continue to live under
the shadow of the Romantics and all that is written is written within the umbra and penumbra of
Romanticism; at least within English letters. The
writings may range from Haruki Murakami’s (b.
1949) Norwegian Wood (1987), to Kazuo Ishiguro’s
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(b. 1954) Remains of the Day (1989) or to Atonement (2001) by Ian McEwan (b. 1948).
Everything after the Romantic Age in English
and European letters just normatively happen to
be different from the first Romantic impulse in
Western letters; but as we all know, quoting T S
Eliot (1888–1965), that arch-modernist: the sirens
sing each to each but they certainly do not sing
anymore for you and I (adapted from Eliot’s The
Love Song of J Alfred Prufrock published in 1915).
They sang for de Nerval, they sang last for W B
Yeats (1865–1939), they sang for Jung, but they
no longer sing for anyone else. All these observations are with the caveat that we have to remember that Carl Gustav Jung was a Nazi sympathiser
and thus, Jung’s observations have to be taken
with great caution. For this observation, this reviewer is grateful to the neo-Kantian Susan Neiman (b. 1955) who, in an email pointed this out to
me as early as 8 March 2017: ‘Jung was very close
to the Nazis.’ Thus, we have to begin this review
by reiterating that like Richard Wagner (1813–
83) and Martin Heidegger (1889–1976), Jung was
complicit with the Nazis in their malevolent genocidal anti-Semitic pogroms. Thus, respecting
more the memories of countless gassed Jews and
the greatest European intellectual of the last century, Edith Stein (1891–1942), we will focus more
on the ‘Introduction’ (1–48) by Stephenson.
Stephenson’s analysis of Aurélia has now superseded Arthur Lovejoy’s (1873–1962) and Mario
Praz’s (1896–1982) contributions to the definitions of Romanticism. It is evident from the
quote at the beginning of this review, that Aurélia’s textual world echoes, anticipates, and radiates
out the great English Romantics’ works, including
William Wordsworth’s—for instance, The Idiot
Boy, 1798—Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s—for example, Frost at Midnight, 1798—John Keats’s (see
his Odes, 1819 and La Belle Dame Sans Merci, 1819)
and Thomas De Quincey’s—for instance, Confessions of an English Opium-Eater, 1821—works
among others. Wordsworth’s (1770–1850) epic
The Prelude’s (1850) ‘spots of time’ are de Nerval’s
‘new clarities’ quoted above. To carry on with the
connection of Jung and the English Romantics
with the latter’s poetic preoccupations and the
former’s psychological reflections would be amiss
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in this review and should be expanded elsewhere.
It suffices to point out here that Aurélia is germane to any reading of High European and English Romanticisms.
So what is so Romantic about de Nerval and
therefore, what is so Romantic about this aggrieved disciple of Sigmund Freud (1856–1939)?
Craig E Stephenson begins his ‘Introduction’ to
the book under review thus:
Gérard de Nerval explored the irrational with lucidity and exquisite craft, and Carl Gustav Jung
regarded those explorations as a work of ‘extraordinary magnitude’. Like the German poet-philosophers Novalis [1772–1801, see Peter Gay’s 2015
book Why the Romantics Matter for understanding
Novalis’s pivotal role within Romanticism] and
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe [1749–1832], Nerval rejected the rationalist universalism of the Enlightenment [see Susan Neiman’s Moral Clarity: A
Guide for Grown-Up Idealists, 2008, for understanding the Enlightenment] and privileged instead the individual subjective imagination as a
way of fathoming the divine to reconnect with
what the Romantics called the ‘life principle’. …
The documents presented here [in the book under
review] offer a unique window into the stages of
Jung’s creative process as he responds to an essential Romantic text. … Romanticism was a revolt against both an old Christian cosmology and
the mechanistic metaphysics that for a time, replaced it. … As Northrop Frye [in The Drunken
Boat: The Revolutionary Element in Romanticism,
198] astutely observed, the Romantics turned
this Christian cosmos on its head. They argued
that Reason had seated an imaginary divinity in
an empty Heaven and that the true divine force
lay in the previously condemned ‘infernal’ world,
closely linked to nature … the demonic world, to
which humans must have access to reconnect with
the life principle. (1–2, 13).
In short, this reviewer cannot emphasise
enough that Stephenson, a Jungian therapist,
has written a tour de force on Romanticism in
his ‘Introduction’, without intending to write on
Romanticism per se. Two examples of Stephenson’s meticulous scholarship need to be shown
to prove Stephenson’s credentials as a literary
critic; though he avows no literary credentials: in
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footnote 3 in page 16, Stephenson connects Nerval’s ‘black sun’ to Julia Kristeva’s (b. 1941) Black
Sun: Depression and Melancholia (1989). In footnote 5 in the same page, Stephenson quotes at
length Antonin Artaud (1896–1948) to show a
contrapuntal view of de Nerval’s poetry. Yes, Gérard de Nerval was a poet too. And, in the best
Romantic fashion, de Nerval was influenced and
translated E T A Hoffman (1802–22); thus Nerval’s works, again in the best Romantic fashion,
had, ‘another, darker Romantic theme … [that of ]
the tragic double or doppelgänger’ (17).
Peter Gay’s book, Hoffman’s sensibilities, and
de Nerval’s phantasmagoria will later give rise
to various new or modernist movements in the
visual arts. These last will go on to influence the
likes of Virginia Woolf (1882–1941) and D H
Lawrence (1885–1930). The gloomy chiaroscuro
in John Fowles’ (1926–2005) iconic novel, The
French Lieutenant’s Woman (1969), for instance,
can be traced back through Woolf and Lawrence
to de Nerval, Hoffman, and Novalis.
As for the Nazi-sympathiser Jung’s notes, here
are three samples which the seeker after the esoteric can make of what she or he wills:
a) The daemon’s ‘rosy hues’ indicate a fiery
quality. The wings of a thousand colors
evoke the alchemical idea of cauda pavonis. … This being, with its thousand colours, with its obviously lavish play of colors,
represents complete unfolding, because the
Self wishes to realize itself, namely, in the
abundance of its qualities and colors (55).
[This is a reworking of Hindu thoughts,
see for instance, Utpaladeva: Philosophy
of Recognition by Raffaele Torella and Bettina Bäumer, 2010, to give a lesser known
example. More accessible are works on
Vedanta. In Jung’s stress on a multiplicity
of colours, or, pastiches, we find the later
James Joyce (1882–1941) in Joyce’s esotericism in Finnegan’s Wake (1939).]
b) What has happened here is an act of foreseeing that is unlikely to be doubted. Such
things are apt to happen when one approaches the unconscious, or when the
unconscious itself draws near. For on such
occasions time becomes uncertain, and
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then something can be seen that does not
yet exist but that lies just around the corner (61). [The unconscious is the subject of
the Romantic sailor, the proto-modernist,
Joseph Conrad’s (1857–1924) short stories
and novels. Thus while analysing Aurélia,
Jung identifies and invents what I have
called the dirge to Romanticism.]
c) In the course of the dream vision, the old
man transforms into a youth (Hermes,
Senex, and Juvenis) (100). [The page has
symbols of the moon etc. and is an exact
copy of the actual facsimile lecture notes
of Jung. Again we need only to study James
Joyce’s works to understand how these
symbols are all Romantic and Joyce’s works
are just laments for that neo-Platonic Age.
Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 1798 is a poem much absorbed with
the phases of the moon.]

This book is an essential reading for not only
Jungians but also for literature scholars since
Stephenson’s ingenuous editing renders Jung’s
symbolic readings meaningful and important for
annotating literary texts. This is a welcome book
both within the psychoanalytic canon, as well as
within the Romantic canon. And, one also gets
the full text of Aurélia as a supplement. Now we
add some comments regarding why this reviewer
used the phrase ‘psychoanalytic canon’ here. This
is so because mainstream psychoanalysts like
Horacio Etchegoyen (1919–2016), the author of
the indispensable and monumental The Fundamentals of Psychoanalytic Technique (1991) would
not agree about Jung being related in any nonpejorative way to classical psychoanalysis.
Lest we ignore the foundational similarities
between Freud and Jung, one need only first read
A Dangerous Method (1993) by John Kerr (1950–
2016), which went on to be a movie of the same
name (in 2011) directed by David Cronenberg (b.
1943). Apart from these, one must read the analytic works on Freud and Jung’s common patient,
who went on to be a talk-therapist in her own
right: Sabina Spielrein (1885–1942). Spielrein’s
own clinical work integrates Freud’s and Jung’s
clinical exegesis. Thus, Jungian analysis is after all,
psychoanalytic work.
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This book is a treat of a read. Thank you Carl
Jung and Craig E Stephenson.
Subhasis Chattopadhyay

Mirror, Mirror: The Uses and
Abuses of Self-Love
Simon Blackburn
Princeton University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton, New Jersey
08540, usa. Website: https://www.
press.princeton.edu. 2014. 224 pp.
$19.95. pb. isbn 9780691169118.

J

ean-Luc Nancy (b. 1940) has done for literature and philosophy what much earlier Plato
(ca 424/423–348/347 bce) fumbled to do for
these two discourses. Then, in the West, we had
the theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar (1905–
88 CE), enact for literature and theology what
John Milton (1608–74 CE) did in his Paradise
Lost (1667) and Paradise Regained (1671). Earlier
Edmund Spenser (1552–99 AD) yoked literature
and theo-philosophy together.
Nearer to us, Iris Murdoch (1919–99 CE), as it
were, brought together von Balthasar’s and JeanLuc Nancy’s projects of proceeding with Plato’s
burden of unifying literature with philosophy as
being contingent to our times in Murdoch’s own
corpus. It is within this realm of High Art that we
have Simon Blackburn (b. 1944) commenting on
that eternal verity: self-love. Other than Jean-Luc
Nancy, Blackburn comments on all the writers
mentioned so far. Blackburn’s opening chapter
(12–34) on Iris Murdoch is one of the best critiques till date of Murdoch’s oeuvre.
Blackburn, like Hans Urs von Balthasar and
Jean-Luc Nancy, successfully erases the false distinction between literature and philosophy. This is
no easy task since more often than not, literature
and philosophy are conflated and confused as one
by indiscrete readers. One is afraid, we shall soon
see a rise in apocalyptic fiction and modes of philosophising which will see in the rise of covid-19,
all sorts of fatalistic philosophies deriving from
Stoicism. To convey to future generations that literature and philosophy are both abstractions and
should have little to do with the temporary, howsoever disconcerting, we must turn to Blackburn’s
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excellent book since we need again the consolations and therapies that philosophy provides.
One can read Boethius’s (ca 477–524 CE) De
Consolatione Philosophiae (The Consolation of Philosophy probably written in 524 CE) and Martha
Nussbaum’s (b. 1947) The Therapy of Desire (1994)
in this new world, where we need to look at ourselves as a species in the mirrors of the humanities.
Otherwise, the automata of life amid social distancing mediated by the inhuman will obscure the
humanities once for all. We will be informed that
we need economics more than art. Before Corona,
if this book were reviewed, as it has been by other
critics, then one would follow the old methods
of seeing this book as a chastisement to humanity. Now, reviewing within the ongoing covid-19
crisis, sitting in his sanitised room in the heart of
Kolkata, Simon Blackburn’s book reveals a different truth to this reviewer. Blackburn’s insights
should not be covered, though our eyes dazzle
(see The Duchess of Malfi, 1612–3 CE).
Blackburn’s chapter titled ‘Temptation’ (132–
62) details the archaeology of beliefs, which are
now certainly shaken by the current pandemic.
Thus, Blackburn’s observations are of greater
relevance today, probably more poignant than he
could have imagined when he wrote this book:
Since many people find it difficult to conceive of
religion without ontotheology, or in other words,
doctrines about the extra entity or entities inhabiting the universe, it is perhaps necessary to
pause to explain the alternative. Most people
know of religions, such as the purer forms of
Buddhism, or Jainism in India, that exist without the doctrine of a personal guiding deity or
deities. But they may find it puzzling to know
what sets these apart as genuine religions, if this
element of belief is lacking.
So let us think about this a little. The firebreathing atheists about whom we have heard so
much recently—the celebrated quartet of Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, Sam Harris,
and Dan Dennett—think of religious commitments in terms of mistaken or at least hopelessly
improbable and therefore irrational ontology.
Believers think that something exists, but the
overwhelmingly probable truth is that it does
not. This is their take-home message. Yet this
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interpretation of the issue is itself mistaken, and
indeed doubly so. It is mistaken, or perhaps it
would be better to say unimaginative or off-key,
to think of religious frames of mind primarily
in terms of belief. … The religious practice is a
kind of social yoga that cements and fortifies our
aesthetic and moral stances toward our lives and
the world we live in (138–40).

It is this fortifying of our aesthetic and moral
stances that will protect us in the coming days,
when during future winters, at least in the global
north, covid-19 will force us to rethink life once
again, since vaccines take time to be discovered
and developed. Thus, Blackburn’s solution to the
ontology of fear and, by extrapolation of the epistemology newly, though forcibly fashioned by this
pandemic, which was non-existent when Blackburn wrote this gem of a book, is worth studying:
We can now notice that the term ‘atheist’, so
carefully avoided by [David] Hume himself, is
no longer appropriate (whether we put the word
‘new’ in front of it or not). It implies that there
is a definite ontological belief that some people
have and others do not, but this mislocates the
issue. The term ‘agnostic’ is no better, since it has
the same implication of a definite ontological
question, only one to which we do not know
the answer.
Instead of waving theistic or atheistic banners, we should pick up Hume’s Natural History
of Religion, or its successors in the works of Kant,
Feuerbach, Marx, or Durkheim. And if we want
to wean people away from their myths, or the
particular coloration their myths have taken at
particular times and places, then we must do
what Nietzsche did at the end of the nineteenth
century, which was to recognize moral corruption when we find it, and then to rail, preach,
inveigh, fulminate, or thunder against it (141–2).
This should be our clarion call for the dogs,
hawks, and the vultures of war are let loose again.
P Sainath’s (b. 1957) Everybody Loves a Good
Drought (1996) along with Simon Blackburn’s
book should alert us to the Eichmanns among
us. For understanding Eichmann, read Hannah
Arendt’s (1906–75) Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil (1963).
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This is a rollercoaster of a book: Blackburn
forces us to rethink everyone from Shakespeare
to Lewis Carrol to James Joyce to Iris Murdoch, to
name a few authors only. And obviously classical
literature leading to Milton’s presentation of Narcissus in his Paradise Lost. Maybe, this book will
help us see anew our socially distant selves.
For comfort in solipsism, Blackburn is best
when he comments on that taciturn of all men,
Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889–1951 CE).
Subhasis Chattopadhyay

The Life and Struggles of
Our Mother Walatta Petros:
A Seventeenth-Century
African Biography of an
Ethiopian Woman
Galawdewos
Edited and translated by
Wendy Laura Belcher and
Michael Kleiner
Princeton University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton, New Jersey
08540, usa. Website: https://www.
press.princeton.edu. 2015. 544 pp.
$39.95. hb. isbn 9780691164212.

W

endy Laura Belcher’s ‘Introduction’ to this
biography of the Ethiopian nun, Mother
Walatta Petros is an eye-opener to anyone remotely
interested either in Christianity or in monasticism.
Belcher’s remarks on Mother Walatta Petros are
enough to highlight this meticulously researched
book. Belcher writes that the book under review
is a translation of ‘the Gädlä Wälättä Peṭros. It was
written in 1672 in an African language by Africans
for Africans about Africans—in particular, about
a revered African religious leader who led a successful nonviolent movement against European
protocolonialism in Ethiopia. This is the first time
this remarkable text has appeared in English’ (1).
Generally, authors tend to overstate their achievements. Still, after reading this book, one is convinced that Belcher has been successfully able to
present to the world the nuanced life of Mother
Walatta Petros and her struggles through this
(Continued on page 582)
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Exploring thought-currents from around the world.
Extracts from a thought-provoking book every month.
Pandemic!: covid-19 Shakes the World
Slavoj Žižek
OR Books, New York, USA. Website: https://www.orbooks.com. 2020. 146 pp. $15. pb. isbn 9781682193013.

Calm Down and Panic!

O

ur media endlessly repeat the
formula ‘No panic!’ and then we get all
the data that cannot but trigger panic.
The situation resembles one I remember from my
youth in a Communist country when government
officials regularly assured the public there was no
reason to panic. We all took such assurances as a
clear sign that they were themselves panicking.
Panic has a logic of its own. The fact that, in
the UK, due to the coronavirus panic, even the
toilet paper rolls disappeared from the stores reminds me of a weird incident with toilet paper
from my youth in Socialist Yugoslavia. All of a
sudden, a rumor started to circulate that there
not enough toilet paper was available. The authorities promptly issued assurances that there
was enough toilet paper for normal consumption, and, surprisingly, this was not only true but
people mostly even believed it was true. However, an average consumer reasoned in the following way: I know there is enough toilet paper
and the rumor is false, but what if some people
take this rumor seriously and, in a panic, start
to buy excessive reserves of toilet paper, causing
an actual shortage? So I better buy reserves myself. It is not even necessary to believe that some
others take the rumor seriously—it is enough to
presuppose that some others believe that there
PB July 2020

are people who take the rumor seriously—the
effect is the same, namely the real lack of toilet paper in the stores. Is something similar not
going on in the UK and California today?
The strange counterpart of this kind of ongoing excessive fear is the absence of panic when
it would have been fully justified. In the last
couple of years, after the sars and Ebola epidemics, we were told again and again that a new much
stronger epidemic was just a matter of time, that
the question was not IF but when. Although
we were convinced of the truth of these dire predictions, we somehow didn’t take them seriously
and were reluctant to act and engage in serious
preparations—the only place we dealt with them
was in apocalyptic movies like Contagion.
What this contrast tells us is that panic is not
a proper way to confront a real threat. When
we react in panic, we do not take the threat seriously—we, on the contrary, trivialize it. Just
think how ridiculous is the notion that having
enough toilet paper would matter in the midst
of a deadly epidemic. So what would be an appropriate reaction to the coronavirus epidemic?
What should we learn and what should we do to
confront it seriously?
When I suggested that the coronavirus epidemics may give a new boost of life to Communism,
my claim was, as expected, ridiculed. Although
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it seems that the strong approach to the crisis by
the Chinese state has worked—or at least worked
much better than what is now occurring in Italy,
the old authoritarian logic of Communists in
power also clearly demonstrated its limitations.
One example was the fear of bringing bad news to
those in power (and to the public) that outweighed
actual results—this was the reason why those who
first reported on a new virus were arrested, and
there are reports that a similar phenomenon is occurring now the epidemic is waning.
We can also guess what will follow when
those in power catch wind of this cheating:
local managers will be accused of sabotage and
severely punished, thus reproducing the vicious
cycle of distrust. A Chinese Julian Assange is
needed to expose to the public the concealment
in China’s response to the epidemic. But if this
is not the Communism I have in mind, what do
I mean by Communism? To understand it, one
just has to read the public declarations of who.
One might add that such a comprehensive
approach should reach well beyond the machinery of single governments: it should encompass
local mobilization of people outside state control as well as strong and efficient international
coordination and collaboration. If thousands
become hospitalized with breathing problems, a
vastly increased number of respiratory machines
will be needed, and to get them, the state should
directly intervene in the same way as it intervenes in conditions of war when thousands of
guns are needed. It should also seek cooperation
with other states. As in a military campaign,
information should be shared and plans fully
coordinated—This is all I mean by the ‘Communism’ needed today, or, as Will Hutton put
it: ‘Now, one form of unregulated, free-market globalization with its propensity for crises
and pandemics is certainly dying. But another
form that recognizes interdependence and the
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primacy of evidence-based collective action is
being born.’ What now still predominates is the
stance of ‘every country for itself ’: ‘there are national bans on exports of key products such as
medical supplies, with countries falling back on
their own analysis of the crisis amid localized
shortages and haphazard, primitive approaches
to containment.’
The coronavirus epidemic does not signal
just the limit of the market globalization, it also
signals the even more fatal limit of nationalist
populism which insists on full state sovereignty:
it’s over with ‘America (or whoever) first!’ since
America can be saved only through global coordination and collaboration. I am not a utopian
here, I don’t appeal to an idealized solidarity between people—on the contrary, the present crisis
demonstrates clearly how global solidarity and
cooperation is in the interest of the survival of all
and each of us, how it is the only rational egotist
thing to do. And, as Owen Jones has noted, climate crisis is killing many more people around
the world than coronavirus, but there is no panic
about this.
From a cynical, vitalist standpoint, one could
be tempted to see coronavirus as a beneficial infection that allows humanity to get rid of the
old, weak and ill, like pulling out the half-rotten
weed so that younger, healthier plants can prosper, and thus contributes to global health.
Under a so-called ‘three wise men’ protocol,
three senior consultants in each hospital would
be forced to make decisions on rationing care
such as ventilators and beds, in the event hospitals were overwhelmed with patients. What
criteria will the ‘three wise men’ rely on? Sacrifice
of the weakest and eldest? And will this situation
not open up the space for immense corruption?
Do such procedures not indicate that we are getting ready to enact the most brutal logic of the
survival of the fittest?
P
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REPORTS
Headquarters
Belur Math campus remained closed for devotees and visitors throughout April and May
on account of the coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic and the nationwide lockdown imposed by
the government.
News of Branch Centres
Sri Pema Khandu, Chief Minister of Arunachal
Pradesh, visited Ramakrishna Mission Hospital,
Itanagar on 2 April along with a few ministers.
Ramakrishna Mission, Shillong launched
a trilingual online magazine in Khasi, English, and Hindi languages, entitled Ka JingshaiThe Light. It was inaugurated by Srimat
Swami Smarananandaji Maharaj, President,
Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission on 27 April through videoconferencing.
The magazine is available on <kajingshai.rkmshillong.org>.
Vedanta Society, Portland, usa, acquired a
169-acre plot of land adjacent to its retreat centre
in Scappoose. The dedication ceremony of the
new property was held on 5 April.
Ramakrishna Vedanta Vereniging, The
Netherlands moved to new premises in Drenthe on 9 April. The address of the new premises
is ‘Ramakrishna Vedanta Vereniging Nederland,
Rijksweg 141 and 142, Hoogersmilde, Postcode:
9423PA, Drenthe, Netherlands’.
Relief
Fire Relief: (i) Assam: In a fire accident at
Longai in Karimganj district on 18 March, a shop
and 7 houses were gutted. Karimganj centre
distributed 50 kg rice, 7 kg sugar, 22 packets of
biscuits, 7 karahis, 7 handis, 7 pots, 28 plates, 16
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bowls, 7 tumblers, 7 jugs, 7 ladles, 7 blankets,
10 dhotis, 15 saris, 9 shirts, 7 mosquito-nets, 8
towels, 16 bars of soap, and 8 packets of detergent powder among 8 families on 19 March. (ii)
West Bengal: In response to a fire accident at a
slum in Kamarhati of North 24 Parganas district
in which houses of 14 families were gutted, Belgharia centre distributed 175 kg rice, 35 kg dal,
40 kg sugar, 100 kg potatoes, 10 kg soybeans,
40 kg onions, 20 litres edible oil, 20 kg salt, 3
kg assorted spices, 98 packets of biscuits, 13 sets
of utensils (each set containing a karahi, a pot,
a bucket, 4 plates, 4 bowls, 3 ladles, 4 spice containers, and 4 tumblers), 14 blankets, 13 mats,
14 mosquito-nets, 20 saris, 109 notebooks, 26
pens, 21 pencil boxes, a geometry box, 21 drawing books, 21 sets of pastel colours, and 5 slates
among the 14 families from 2 to 9 March.
Winter Relief: The headquarters and several branch centres distributed blankets and
winter garments, shown against their names,
to needy people: India: (a) Advaita Ashrama,
Kolkata: 200 blankets from 15 December to 15
January. (b) Ahmedabad (sub-centre of Raj
kot Ashrama): 500 sweaters from 16 January to
1 February. (c) Bajepratappur, Bardhaman:
29 blankets, 45 shawls, and 61 coats or jackets
from 7 January to 28 February. (d) Baranagar
Mission, Kolkata: 40 coats on 25 February. (e)
Bhubaneswar: 600 blankets and 850 sweaters from 19 September to 15 March. (f ) Cooch
Behar: 560 blankets from 15 December to 16
February. (g) Darjeeling: 10,000 jackets or
sweaters or sweatshirts from 16 May to 26 February. (h) Hatamuniguda: 156 sweaters on 7
March. (i) Headquarters (through Baganchra
Ashrama): 500 blankets from 25 September to
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10 December. (j) Ichapur: 500 blankets and
500 sweaters from 22 November to 11 January.
(k) Jammu: 300 blankets from 25 November to
12 March. (l) Jayrambati: 5,700 sweaters from
4 December to 9 January. (m) Kathamrita
Bhavan, Kolkata: 350 blankets from 28 to 30
December. (n) Koalpara (sub-centre of Jayrambati): 300 sweaters from 17 to 24 December. (o)
Naora: 1,000 sweaters from 10 to 27 February.
(p) Narainpur: 6,000 sweaters from 8 December to 17 February. (q) Narendrapur: 500 blankets on 26 December. (r) Patna: 550 blankets
from 23 September to 12 January. (s) Prayagraj:
300 blankets and 800 sweaters from 3 February
to 8 March. (t) Pune: 500 sweaters from 26 July
to 6 February. (u) Puri Math: 777 blankets from
27 December to 5 February. (v) Puri Mission:
693 blankets and 380 sweaters from 15 December to 29 January. (w) Vadodara: 413 jackets, 69
sweatshirts, and 18 sweaters from 21 September
to 1 February. (x) Varanasi Home of Service:
905 blankets and 615 shawls from 9 November
to 27 February. Zambia: Lusaka: 20 blankets
in March.
Cyclone Rehabilitation: Manasadwip centre
provided 836 asbestos sheets, 272 GI (galvanised iron) pipes, 51 tin sheets, 235 concrete pillars, 800 tiles, 44 kg ridge covers, 292 bamboo
sticks, 18 tarpaulins, 2,497 bags of red sand, 343
bags of white sand, 471 bags of cement, 26,710
bricks, 15 litres coal tar, 12 cubic feet wood, 1,007
cubic feet stone chips, 348 iron rods, and 80 kg
polythene sheets from 28 December to 26 February under ‘build your own house’ scheme to
111 families at Sagar Islands in South 24 Parganas district, whose houses had been damaged by
Cyclone Bulbul in November.
Economic Rehabilitation: Under self-employment programme, Guwahati centre distributed
10 sewing machines and 9 weaving instruments
on 8 March to poor and needy people.
P
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(Continued from page 578)
gädl, which is used to tell the inspirational story
of a saint’s life, often called a hagiography or
hagiobiography … This genre represents a vital
archive of African literature that has gone almost entirely unexplored, even though it contains fascinating narratives about folk heroes
and is a rich repository of indigenous thought.
More than two hundred Ethiopian saints have a
gädl, including at least six women. One of them
was Walatta Petros, a noblewoman who lived
from 1592 to 1642, and whose composite name
means Spiritual Daughter of Saint Peter (and
should never be shortened to Petros) (1).

Yet this daughter of St Peter would not be accepted as the heir to anyone remotely connected
to the Petrine Ministry exercised from the Vatican.
The striking feature of this book is not its inclusion of black and white photos of the Ḥabäša
monks and nuns who have kept the life of Mother
Walatta Petros alive till date. Nor is this book special because it uniquely opens up Ethiopian nonCatholic Christianity. But by going beyond the gädl,
precisely, in its representation of repressed desire
turning queer in monasteries, shoved under the carpet by the likes of Cardinal Robert Sarah (b. 1945)
that Wendy Laura Belcher and Michael Kleiner
earn their credentials as experts in Ḥabäša studies.
What Simone de Beauvoir did for European
feminism; what Betty Friedan did for American
feminism; Wendy Laura Belcher does through
her translation of the Gädlä Wälättä Peṭros by
Galawdewos, for African feminism. More accurately, Mother Walatta Petros did the actual feminist spadework in the Ethiopia of her times, but
without this book, that cultural work would have
gone unnoticed. Now, in late April 2020 amidst
the ongoing covid-19 pandemic in India, I am
moved by this biography, and I am convinced that
no matter how tough our external lives be; God
journeys with us forevermore. Thank you, Wendy
Laura Belcher, for your hard academic work in
introducing to us, Mother Walatta Petros.
Mother Walatta Petros, while fending off the
Jesuits; ironically appears to be more of a Jesuit
than any member of the Society of Jesus.
Subhasis Chattopadhyay
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In the Upanishads we find— in some parts—the highest abstract
truths presented through stories and dialogues. The author, Swami
Tattwananda, a disciple of Swami Shivananda, has taken some
of the finest stories scattered in the pages of the Upanishads and
presented them here, with slight adaptation. This adapted or
slightly fictionalized version of the stories, with the core message
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Pages: 288| Price: ` 210
Packing & Postage: ` 50

By Sri Sureshvaracharya
Translated by S. S. Raghavachar

Naiṣkarmya-siddhi is a treatise on Advaita Vedanta written by
Sureśvara, one of the direct disciples of Ādi Śaṅkara, in approximately
the 8th Century CE. It comprises 423 verses divided into four
chapters and deals with the method of Advaitic realization through
(1) removal of ignorance, (2) distinction of the self and non-self,
and (3) an in-depth analysis of the mahāvākyam ‘tat tvam asi’
(“Thou art That”). The book was first published by the University
of Mysore in 1965, but has been long out of print. We are grateful
to the University of Mysore for granting us permission to publish
the book in its present form.

Spirituality in Modern Literature

(Vedanta and the Ramakrishna Movement in the Modern Literature of India and the Americas)

Compiled by Swami Satyaswarupananda
and Swami Madhurananda
Since the advent of Sri Ramakrishna and Swami Vivekananda
in the modern era, their teachings have percolated into almost every
field of knowledge, including the arts, literature, and music. This
book presents to the readers, through a series of articles, a systematic
record of some of those writers who added the spiritual dimension
to their fictional works in India and the Americas. During 2009,
Pages: 400| Price: ` 200 2010, and 2013, these unique articles were published in Prabuddha
Packing & Postage: ` 50 Bharata, an English monthly journal of the Ramakrishna Order.
Please write to: ADVAITA ASHRAMA, 5 Dehi Entally Road, Kolkata 700 014, India
Order on-line: https://shop.advaitaashrama.org
Phones: 91-33-22866483 / 22866450, Email: mail@advaitaashrama.org
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An Appeal

The composer of the Kathamrita (Gospel of Ramakrishna), Sri Mahendra Nath Gupta’s residential
house (Kathamrita Bhavan) has become a Branch Centre of the Ramakrishna Math, Belur Math. Sri Sri
We want to lead mankind to the place
Thakur, Sri Sri Ma, Sri Sri Swamiji and other disciples of Thakur, have all blessed this holy place with
where
there
neither
theofVedas,
nor building is very small, an adjacent Building was
the dust
of their
feet.isAs
the space
this heritage
recently purchased by the Math Centre. In addition to serving as an abode for spiritual Sadhakas, this
the Bible, nor the Koran; yet this has
centre provides free services to the poor, including a Charitable Dispensary, a Free Coaching centre
to students,
be doneand
by also
harmonising
the Vedas,
for poor
a Computer Training
Centre for the underprivileged at nominal rates. The
which provides these services is more than two hundred years old, and in
the Biblebuilding
and the
Koran.
urgent need of renovation. The cost for renovation will be approximately INR 1 Cr.
(One Crore). We humbly request that the sincere devotees of the Holy Trio kindly and
generously support this noble cause. May the blessings of the Holy Trio and Sri M
Mankind
ought to be taught
be bestowed upon all of you is our ardent prayer. Donations, either Cash / Cheque/
that religions
are but the
varied
RTGS/NEFT/Draft
should
be sent to Ramakrishna Math, Kathamrita Bhavan and include the Devotees full Address. Cheques should be made payable to: Ramakrishna
expressions
of THE RELIGION,
Math, Kathamrita Bhavan.
Bank details
are aseach
follows:
which is Oneness,
so that
mayState Bank of India, Branch Srimani Market, A/c
No.37162044100. IFSC Code-SBIN0031539.
choose the path that suits him best.
All donations are exempt from Income Tax under section80 G. With reverence and salutations to
all.
Well Wisher
RAMAKRISHNA MATH (KATHAMRITA BHAVAN)
Swami Siddheshananda
14, Guruprasad Choudhury Lane, Kolkata - 700 006
Adhyaksha
Mobile : 89025-53411 / 7980391808 , E-mail : kathamrita.bhavan@rkmm.org

Swami Vivekananda

“You cannot believe in God
until you believe in yourself”
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Advaita Ashrama Publications
are now available in

eBooks
&

Audiobooks
eBooks available at

ebooks.advaitaashrama.org
Audiobooks are available from
Google Play Store
Please visit shop.advaitaashrama.org.
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A Day in the Life of Holy Mother
at Udbodhan House 5

I

n front of Udbodhan House there was
a large slum. The hard working slum
dwellers loved and respected the Holy
Mother. In turn, she also loved them and
would sometimes watch the povertystricken people of the slum from her
balcony to the north of her room. One
day a young man began to beat his wife
with a stick and she was crying loudly.
Standing from her balcony, the Mother
got up and her veil dropped from her
head and she scolded the man: ‘You rogue,
give up your stick. Beware! Don’t hit her
anymore.’ Getting that severe scolding,
the man immediately dropped the stick,
saluted the Mother with folded hands, and
ran away. Thenceforth, he never hit his
wife again.
Another day a woman from the slum
entered the Mother’s house with her sick
child and prayed with tearful eyes for her
blessing. The Mother looked intently at
the child for a while and then reassured
the woman: ‘Don’t worry, my child.
Your son will be all right.’ She took two
pomegranates and some grapes, offered
them to the Master, and then handed
them to that woman, saying, ‘Please feed
these fruits to your ailing son.’ The poor
woman bowed down to the Mother and
left. Shortly afterwards, her son regained
his health.

Picture of slum and northern balcony where the Holy
Mother (digitally inserted) would sit and watch from above.

There were some houses of ill fame in
that very slum. Once Holy Mother was
on the balcony and began laughing. She
told her attendant, ‘Look, look, that man
is peeping through the windows of the
prostitute’s house. He runs from window
to window, but he can’t get in. Look, what
infatuation! What animal instinct! That
poor fellow hears the music inside the
room, but he cannot get inside. Ah, he is
dying of anxiety and restlessness.’ Both
Holy Mother and her attendant laughed
and laughed. The next day Sarajubala came
and found the Mother on her balcony,
repeating her mantra. Holy Mother said
to her: ‘You have come. Please sit down.’
Then she finished her japa and touched
the rosary to her forehead. She pointed
to the slum and said, ‘Look, these people
work very hard the entire day for their
livelihood, and now they are relaxing
with their families. Blessed are the poor
in spirit!’

In loving memory of Dr. Rina Bhar —Dr. Gopal Chandra Bhar

Editor: Swami Narasimhananda. Printed by: Swami Vedavratananda at Gipidi Box Co., 3B Chatu Babu
Lane, Kolkata 700 014 and published by him for Advaita Ashrama (Mayavati) from Advaita Ashrama, 5
Dehi Entally Road, Kolkata 700 014, on 1 July 2020.
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The best guide in life is strength. In religion,
as in all other matters, discard everything
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The best guide in life is strength. In religion,
as in all other matters, discard everything
that weakens you, have nothing to do
with it.
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